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ABSTRACT
The problem of deriving an analytic expression which would relate
low flying aircraft trajectories to terrain cross-section has not been
solved. A computer simulation has been devised which generates synthetic
flight paths which are coupled to a terrain input and are dependent on
the values of five input parameters. Simulations have been generated
which best match a series of actual test flights. The input parameters
which generated the best fit to actual flights are examined to determine
their statistical properties. Tesw of hy^rtheses are conducted to de-
termine goodness of fit and equality of means and variances among para-
meter sets related to specific terrains and speeds. A sampling procedure
is suggested whereby a random series of flights might be generated over
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1. INTRODUCTION .
As part of an overall study of the operational characteristics,
limitations and techniques of low level flight, Joint Task Force Two
conducted Test 1.0, a series of carefully monitored flights over pre-
selected terrain segments. Flights were made by a large variety of air-
craft, currently in the Air Force, Army, and Navy operational inventories
and flown by operational squadron personnel. Telemetry data of general
flight parameters and, in particular, aircraft-to-terrain clearances were
collected.
One test objective was to determine a means of predicting aircraft
trajectory over any given terrain. In support of this objective, Mr.
E. A. Aronson of Sandia Corporation designed the Computer Flight Simula-
tion Model described in detail in Appendix I. This model, using only
five input parameters, has been found to give remarkably good approxima-
tions to actual flight paths, when appropriate values of the input para-
meters are selected. Mr. Aronson also designed and incorporated in his
model a computer search procedure whereby the simulated flight may be
compared with an actual flight and set of parameter values derived which
minimize the sum of squared deviations between real flight and simulated
ground clearances. A set of numbers may thus be derived which best
describes any given flight in terms of the model.
The purpose of this study is to estimate the probability distribu-
tion of such sets of parameters derived from flights of four different
aircraft models, flown over four courses at various speeds during the
course of Test 1.0.
A further objective is to determine the general applicability of
the model to prediction of low flying aircraft trajectories over more
general terrain cross-sections and speeds. In addition, a sampling pro-
cedure is suggested whereby a random series of flight paths might be
generated over a given terrain cross-section which could reasonably be
expected to conform in distribution to those which would be observed
were the flights actually flown.
2. GENERAL CONCEPT OF STUDY .
Evaluation of the descriptive and predictive capacity of the model
required three, essentially distinct, investigations. First, simula-
tions were generated to correspond to the flight records of the four
aircraft models considered. The resulting synthetic trajectories were
then examined to determine the capacity of the model to simulate an
actual flight path in terms of root mean square error between actual and
simulated flight. RMS errors derived were then tested for dependence on
the specific speed and terrain combination over which the actual flight,
to which each simulation was related, was conducted. Tests for correla-
tion with derived parameter values were also conducted.
Secondly, parameter values were examined by means of a goodness of
fit test to determine the appropriateness of the choice of postulated
distribution. The Multivariate Normal distribution was first investi-
gated because of its mathematical tractibility. Where parameters were
not normally distributed, simple functions of the parameter values were
sought, which might be so distributed.
Thirdly, several tests of hypotheses were conducted to determine
whether parameter values were related to specific terrains, speeds or
aircraft models, and if so, the degree of the dependence. Where such
dependence existed, simple transformations, dependent on indices, de-
termined only by the conditioning environment, were sought, whereby the'
dependence might be removed and a more general distribution derived. In
this regard it was clear that among the environmental factors which might
affect parameter values, the most limiting, both in terms of the general
applicability of the model and in difficulty of characterization, would
be that imposed by specific terrain cross-section. There does not exist,
to the authors' knowledge, at this time, any convenient index of terrain
variability.
Throughout the study the authors drew on their own experiences in
low level flight and on that of many other Naval Aviators of their
acquaintance. It was the objective to maintain mathematical rigor
throughout, nonetheless, findings were examined for their intuitive
appeal and where it appeared useful in the exposition, such considera-
tions are presented as the personal opinion of the authors.
3. MODEL DESCRIPTION .
A detailed description of the model, written by Mr. Aronson, and
presented by him to the Military Operations Research Symposium at Mon-
terey in May 1966, has been reproduced in Appendix I by kind permission
of the author.
In brief, the model considers an initial, preassigned set of values
of the following parameters:
(1) Gu - The maximum simulated "g" load allowed in an "up"
maneuver.
(2) Gd - The maximum simulated "g" load allowed in a down
maneuver.
( 3) k - A factor which determines the degree to which a pilot
will anticipate, in pulling up to avoid an obstruction, in excess of
that which would be required for the absolute minimum of safety, subject
to the limitation imposed by Gu.
(4) P - A peak anticipation factor. P measures the degree to
which the pilot adjusts his flight path to avoid overshooting or over-
anticipating passage over terrain peaks.
(5) S - Mean shift. The amount of upward shift necessary to
adjust the mean simulation terrain clearance to the mean terrain clear-
ance of the actual flight considered.
A simplified, piecewise linear, terrain cross-section is considered
which retains the significant features of the test terrain while disre-
garding minor fluctuations.
A synthetic flight path is generated by successively examining the
terrain which is within the line of sight of the simulated aircraft based
on its current position and attitude. At each step of the simulation a
decision is made, based on the current parameter values, whether to con-
tinue ahead, go up or go down. When a decision is made the aircraft
position and attitude is adjusted and the process is repeated. When a
synthetic flight path has been generated the discrepancies between sim-
ulated terrain clearances and those generated by an actual flight are
calculated and the root mean square error for the particular set of
parameters is derived. By iterative procedures various values of the
parameters are examined until a set has been derived which minimizes
RMS error. The program reports parameter values and associated RMS error
for each iteration.
Figures 1 and 2 portray two particularly successful runs. Plots
are compressed longitudinally. Thus actual terrain fluctuation was con-
siderably less than the plot would suggest. The actual course length
was approximately 255,000 feet. Total terrain elevation varied approxi-
mately 3,300 feet over the course length.
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4. PROCEDURE .
Computer simulations were conducted both by the authors and by Mr.
Aronson on the Control Data 3600 Computer at Sandia Corporation and the
Control Data 1604 at the U.S. Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey. Data
was generated on four test series involving four different aircraft models
designated as follows:
Type 3: A medium performance light attack aircraft.
Type 4: A multi-place, high performance interceptor.
Type 6: A high performance fighter-bomber.
Type 7 : A heavy bomber
.
Raw test data for use at Monterey was processed into a form suit-
able for use in the simulation by Sandia Corporation programmers.
Three computer programs were utilized to reduce the data output
from the simulations. Programs ONE A and ONE B, reproduced and described
in some detail in Appendix II, were written by the authors. A linear re-
gression program designated BIMED 3R was also used and is one of a series
of library programs designed by the Health Sciences Computing Facility,
UCLA (1).
In general, program ONE A sorts input data in increasing order of
RMS error. It then proceeds with the analysis of as many subsets as are
desired on the basis of an upper RMS error limit. Data is further sorted
into appropriate categories by terrain segment and speed flown. Sample
means, variances, covariances and the various test statistics described
below are then calculated and reported, by individual category and cumu-
latively by terrain, by speed and overall. Facilities are included in
the program for selective transformation of any or all of the variables
considered and for sequential processing of as many sets of data as are
desired.
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Program ONE B shares most of the major features of ONE A and was
separated from it only because of computer memory limitations- After
selection of a subsample, limited, as before, by a preselected value of
RMS, subsequent sorting is by the order in which sorties were flown.
Thus, each category contains one flight for each of the pilots considered
and consists of all first flights, second flights, etc., regardless of
terrain or speed involved. In addition to the calculations reported in
ONE A, the sequential differences in parameter values generated by each
pilot in his sequence of flights is reported.
All flights examined were conducted over some or all of four courses,
numbered, for identification only, as terrains 1, 2, 3, and 4. Terrains
1 and 2 are actually the same terrain cross-section flown in opposite
directions, as are terrains 3 and 4. Figures 1, 2 and 3 display runs
conducted over terrain 2. Figure 4 shows terrain 4. Data was collected
on flights of aircraft types 3 and 4 at three speeds. Aircraft type 6
flew at two test speeds and aircraft type 7 at one. Speeds are identi-
fied in ascending order as speeds 1, 2 or 3 for each aircraft type. This
limited identification of speeds is used to avoid difficulties of security
classification and does not imply anything other than a relative order-
ing of speeds within one aircraft type. No implication of relative mag-
nitude within one type category or equality between aircraft types is
intended.
To examine the effects of terrain and speed on the derived para-
meters, the simulation output data was sorted into terrain and speed
categories. Estimation of population moments was then conducted on each
subsample so derived and on cumulative subsamples derived both by terrain
and by speed. The tests of hypotheses of identity of population, des-
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cribed below, were conducted between individual and between cumulative
subsamples
.
For each subsample considered, Maximum Likelihood Estimators of
population means were calculated, i.e.
-=— 1 ^TGu. -z^z, mean GuGu = —— /~- 1
N Wl1=1
Unbiased estimators of variance and covariance were used, i.e.
N
S 2 (Gu) = —l— 51 (Gu.) 2 - —£— . (Gu") 2 ~Var(Gu)








Estimates for samples analysed are presented in variance/covariance
matrices in Appendices III through VT.
To test the hypotheses that the observed parameters were normally
distributed over the population of pilots the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Good-
ness of Fit test as described by Lindgren (2) was employed. This test
provides a direct measurement of the maximum departure of the sample
distribution from the postulated distribution function. Thus, while all
tests of hypotheses were conducted at a 5% level of significance, it was
of some interest to examine the level at which this particular hypothesis
would have been rejected, particularly in the case of those parameters
which generated the larger values of the test statistic.
The value of the test statistic is printed in the appropriate appen-
dix for each subsample of data considered.
The procedure employed, of examining samples limited by a preas-
signed RMS level, resulted in considerably different subsample sizes when
the data was further subdivided into terrain and speed categories. This
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precluded direct analysis of variance of all of the data available. In-
stead, the Scheffe multiple comparison procedure was employed to test
hypotheses of equality of means among the various subsamples. The pro-
cedure is outlined below and it is that described by Brownlee (3).
To test hypotheses of equality of variances, a necessary condition
for the Schef fe^test , Bartlett's test, also described in Brownlee (3)
and is Ostle (4), was employed. In addition, a two way analysis of var-
iance was conducted on samples of equal size produced by rejecting excess
data in the larger samples on the basis of high RMS error. The general
features of the analyses were as follows:
(1) Bartlett's Test For Equality of Several Variances :
Bartlett's result is that the ratio B/C, where
s
2











s. is an unbiased estimate of the variance of the ith sample, esti-
mated with f^ = n—1 degrees of freedom,
s
Z
= CZf.S*) / ^f
i=l i=l
K
is distributed, under the null hypothesis of equality of the K variances
2
as X with J^-l degrees of freedom. Thus the decision rule is:
Reject the null hypotheses at thec< significance level if
14
B/C j> X2 (l-o<, K-l)
Bartlett's test statistic is computed for each sample grouping by
program ONE A and is printed with each set of cumulative results in
Appendices III through VI.
(2) Scheffe's Test .




where M^ is the population parameter under consideration in the ith


















where s is the unbiased estimate of the population variance estimated
with K
f = 5"n. - K degrees of freedom.
n^ is the number of data points in the ith sample.
Scheffe's result is that,
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C i Ryv[VJ where
R = A(k-1)
A is the 100 (1 -©< ) percentile of the F distribution
with (K-l) and f degrees of freedom is a 100 (l-o0% confidence
interval for all such contrast estimates. Thus, a confidence in-
terval so determined, which includes zero, permits one to accept
the hypothesis that the estimated contrast is not significant at
the o<, significance level.
The confidence limits were found to be readily calculable by hand
and the procedure was not included in the computer program.
(3) Two Way Analysis of Variance .
To conduct a two way analysis of variance it was necessary to
construct samples of equal size, n, grouped in a two by four array in-
dexed by two speeds and four terrains. Since flights were conducted at
three speeds over only two of the four terrains, this test was necessar-
ily restricted to two speeds. To construct samples of equal size it
seemed most natural to reject those sample points with the highest value
of RMS error.
The following sample mean squares were constructed:
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x. .. = parameter value of \) th observation in sample observed
at speed j on terrain i.
x. . = sample mean speed j terrain i.
J- j •
x • = mean of cumulative sample over all terrains at speed j.
x- = mean of cumulative sample over all speeds, terrain i.
J- * •
x = sample grand mean over all samples.
Brownlee (3) proves that under the null hypothesis of no interaction
S
2
2 is distributed as F((r-1) (t-1) , rt(n-l)).
q 2S l
If the null hypothesis is accepted row and column effects may be
tested. Under the null hypothesis of no row effects
H is distributed as F((r-1), rt(n-l))
^7
Under the null hypothesis of no column effects
S
2





(4) Test for Significance of Correlation .
The t test described in Anderson (5) was used to test for sig-
nificance of correlation. The statistic
where
;
N = sample size
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r- • = sample correlation, coefficient was derived for each
pair of parameters and is printed with other sample statistics in
Appendices III through VI. Anderson (5) shows that the statistic has
the "t" distribution with N - 2 degrees of freedom. To test the hy-
pothesis






the decision rule is; reject H if T> t <x/2 , (N - 2)
(5) Learning .
Program ONE B was written to facilitate determination of any
learning trend which might have biased the test results. Sequential
differences between the parameters generated by individual pilots on
successive sorties were tabulated by the program and subjected to
analysis for correlation with the sortie order and various indices of




Of the four aircraft models considered, type four, a multi-place
high performance interceptor, was considered first and in the greatest
detail. More test data had been generated for this model than for the
others and flights had been conducted at three speed levels. In addition,
access to high speed computing and plotting equipment at Sandia Corpora-
tion permitted initial screening of the data to eliminate flights for
which telemetry data was excessively noisy or missing over extended por-
tions of the flight path. Detailed results of the analysis for this
model aircraft are contained in Appendix III. General results are as
follows
.
(1) RMS Correlation .
Examination of computer generated plots, similar to those dis-
played in figures 1 through 3, shows two sources of RMS error which
would be extremely difficult to quantify. "Noise" in the telemetry data
resulting from poor registration of aircraft position causes "spikes" in
the plot which contribute to the error. Also, because of the piecewise
linearity of the plot, missing data can cause long intervals of the
flight to be represented by straight line segments. A further factor
contributing to the error is pilot inconsistency in terrain following.
The model assigns one set of parameter values to an entire flight. If
the pilot is inconsistent, the resultant "optimum" fit will be, at best,
a compromise. Figure 3 displays an example of both sources of error.
Prior to commencing the analysis computer plots of the flights to
be considered were examined and those considered excessively noisy were
rejected. A total of 117 flights was retained out of an initial total
of 160.
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Scatter diagrams and linear correlation techniques were then applied
to determine the relationship of RMS error to the simulation parameter
values, flight speed, terrain and average real flight aircraft to ground
clearance. Only clearance appeared to be significantly correlated with
RMS error. Simple and multiple regression analysis tended to confirm
this finding and the following model was derived with a Coefficient of
Determination of .5467 and F value of 138.68.
RMS =41.38 + .1539C
where C = clearance in feet.
The apparent relationship is not surprising in that the model flight
path is entirely responsive to terrain, whereas, the higher an aircraft
flies, the less responsive it will be to terrain fluctuations.
(2 ) Parameter Distributions and Analysis of Variance .
Data was processed by computer program ONE A at three levels of
RMS; 200 feet, 160 feet and 120 feet. Details of the output are con-
tained in Appendix III.
It was clear from the outset that the parameter "p M displayed a
non-normal distribution. The transformed variable
X = /T
however, displayed normal characteristics. Inspection of the computer
output also showed that while the hypotheses of normality were acceptable
for all variables within individual subsamples taken over specific ter-
rains and speeds, cumulative samples of the parameters Gu and K were
distinctly non-normal at the higher levels of RMS error. The supremum
acceptable difference between sample and postulated distribution func-
tion at the .05 level of significance is approximately .1055 for samples
of size 117, .13 for samples of size 108 and .146 for samples of size 87.
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Thus, at RMS levels above 120 feet, the hypothesis of normality was re-
jected for Gu and K.
At the 120 feet RMS level the hypothesis of normality for all para-
meters was accepted at the .05 level and could, in fact, be accepted at
the .2 level of significance for the parameters Gd , S and X. The hy-
pothesis was acceptable for Gu and K at the .2 level within each of the
subsamples considered, regardless of the RMS level,
f
which indicated the
possibility of the presence in the cumulative sample of more than one
parent population for these two variables. This possibility was borne
out by the analysis of variance.
Prior to analysis of variance, however, the individual subsample
means and variances were examined for obvious evidence of trend. It was
immediately clear that sample means of Gu and K are consistently increas-
ing functions of speed. The sample variances, however, are less consis-
tent. Over terrains 1 and 2, the variance is a minimum at speed 2 and
increases at the higher and lower speeds. Over terrains 3 and 4, it
increases with speed. It was apparent that it would not be possible to
correct for the mean trend by means of some linear transformation based
on speed differences. Any such transformation which would tend to reduce
the higher mean values would be achieved at the expense of expanding the
variances at speed 1 over terrains 1 and 2 by a quadratic factor.
Bartlett's test confirmed these intuitive observations. The 95th
2percentiles of the X distribution with 9 and 3 degrees of freedom
respectively are 16.9 and 7.81. The hypotheses of equality of variances
between all samples and between terrains were accepted for Gd, S and X
but rejected for Gu and K.
The following transformations were applied to the values of Gu and
21
K.








Gu^ = Value of Gu at speed i
GU2 = Sample mean of all values of Gu observed at speed 2.
A = I Vi - Vo I
V2
Vi = Speed i
The computer output for the transformed variables is contained in
Appendix III. After transformation, the hypothesis of equality of
variance of K between terrains was acceptable, but was rejected for Gu,
although the value of the statistic was somewhat reduced. Transformation
did, however, reveal something of the nature of the discrepancy in the
value of the variables over terrain. Examination of the sample means and
variances showed that those generated over terrains 1 and 2 were quite
close, as were those generated over terrains 3 and 4, and that the major
discrepancy was between these two groupings. Cumulative sample statis-
tics were generated for the two groupings of un-transformed variables on
the basis of this observation and again the Bartlett test confirmed the
2
results of inspection. The 95th percentiles of the X distribution with
4 and 1 degrees of freedom are 9.49 and 3.48 respectively and the hy-
pothesis of equality of variance is clearly acceptable for all variables
over terrain 1 and 2 and, with one exception, over terrains 3 and 4. The
difficulty with K would appear to arise from the unusually high variance
at speed 3.
In view of the foregoing, separate transformations were introduced
22
for each of the terrain groupings. Data from terrains 1 and 2 was trans-





Gu was not transformed over terrains 3 and 4.
The resulting sample statistics are listed in Appendix III and the
very great smoothing of data which resulted is apparent.
Finally, since the maximum smoothing of data was achieved when the
two variables Gu and K were adjusted to speed 2, it was decided to in-
vestigate results at speed 2 alone. The output is displayed in Appendix
III.
Contrast tests were conducted to test hypotheses of equality of
means between parameter values generated at the various speeds and over
individual terrains and terrain groupings. Results are tabulated in
Appendix III. In all cases investigated, 95% confidence intervals for
the estimated contrasts include zero and thus the hypotheses of equality
of means were accepted. Contrasts were also calculated for the uncor-
rected values of Gu and K and are included for completeness in the
knowledge that the results are, at best, suspect in view of the demon-
strated inequality of variance among the various samples.
The two way analysis of variance was of limited interest in view of
the restrictions necessarily placed on sample size and the possible bias
introduced by the method used in cutting down the larger samples. The
results, nonetheless, tend to confirm those derived by the combined
Bartlett, Scheffe tests.
Mean squares are listed in Appendix III. The null hypothesis of
zero interaction was accepted for all variables and, thus, speed and
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terrain effects could be analysed individually. Neither speed nor ter-
rain effects are significant for Gd , S or X. For Gu and K, speed effects
are not significant but terrain effects are. Analysis of all transformed
variables showed zero speed and terrain effects.
The t statistics for testing significance of correlation between all
pairs of variables are printed, for each subsample considered, in Appen-
dix III. The sample correlation is in many instances significant. There
does not, however, appear to be any pattern as to which variables will
prove to be significantly correlated in the various speed and terrain
categories or in any given category, when samples are truncated by elim-
ination of those with the higher RMS levels.
Thus, the sample correlations between Gu and S, Gu and X, Gd and K,
K and S, S and X are all significant at the .05 level when derived for
the cumulative sample of all data below the 200 foot RMS level. When
the sample is truncated at the 120 foot RMS level Gu and X and S and X
are significant. For the cumulative sample of data at speed 2 only,
also truncated at the 120 foot RMS level, only Gd and S are significant.
This effect is not simply a function of reduced RMS. At the 160 foot
RMS level, K and S are significantly correlated while Gu and X are not.
Of all aircraft models considered, the type 3, medium performance
light attack, provided the most satisfactory results in terms of the
ability of the simulation to fit actual flights. Flights over two ter-
rains at three speeds were available. Of the 105 sorties considered,
90 had RMS values below 120 feet and all were below 160 feet. Average
clearances were generally low, only 4 exceeded 500 feet.
The data was not screened prior to analysis for this or the remain-
ing two models considered. The investigation of correlation of RMS with
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speeds, terrains and parameter values produced results, essentially simi-
lar to those of the type 4, i.e., significant correlation exists only with
actual flight mean clearance. The failure to screen the data was reflec-
ted in the reduced value of the coefficient of determination when the
data was fitted to a linear regression model. The model derived was
RMS = 57.38 + .1240
with an F value of 27.2 3 and coefficient of determination of .2091.
Analysis of variance also revealed a pattern similar to that of type
4. The hypotheses of equality of variances for the parameters K, S and
X were rejected at the .05 level. However, the sample variances of X
are extremely small, the maximum value derived is .005. Noting that the
value of X is actually the square root of the simulation parameter P and
that the simulation is insensitive to changes in parameter values beyond
the second significant figure, it is clear that while statistically sig-
nificant, the inequality of variances is of no practical concern in terms
of the applicability of the model. The changes in both sample means and
variances of S are a simple function of speed and may be readily elimina-
ted by means of transformation of the data.
The variance of K is, however, as in the case of the type 4, a func-
tion of both terrain and speed and thus presents the same difficulty.
Again, as in the case of the type 4, the data at speed 2 was analysed
separately and again the hypotheses of equality of means and variances
between the terrains was accepted for this subsample.
Sample moments and the various statistics used in the analysis are
contained in Appendix IV.
The type 6 data illustrates a situation where the model is clearly
not applicable. There is very little consistency in the data and clear-
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ances range to over 1,000 feet. If analysis is restricted to those
flights which could reasonably be considered low flyers, i.e., below
450 feet, the sample size is reduced from 93 to 42. Even in this group,
there is apparently very little consistency in pilot technique and RMS
values range as high as 433 feet. Scatter diagrams show no apparent cor-
relation between RMS and the various other factors considered in the
analysis. The sample data is displayed in Appendix VI.
The quantity of available data for the type 7, the heavy bomber,
was small, 38 records in all. Nonetheless, while some individual clear-
ances were high there was sufficient consistency in the results to permit
analysis of a sample of 20 at the 160 foot RMS level. Again, there was
no prior screening of the data. The regression of RMS on clearance was:
RMS = 39.22 + .2 31C
with F value of 15.317 and coefficient of determination .2985.
Examination of scatter diagrams would indicate that, as in the case
of the type 3 aircraft, this result could be refined and the coefficient
of determination improved by elimination of some outliers, induced apparently
by some or all of the unmeasured factors affecting RMS.
Details of the analysis are contained in Appendix V. Flights were
conducted at only one speed and hypotheses of equality of means and vari-
ances and of the normality of the parameters were all accepted at the .05
level. This again tends to confirm the belief that, for the terrain seg-
ments considered, the model is independent of terrain for flights con-
ducted at normal operating speeds. Prediction of trajectories over other
terrains which in general conform to the characteristics of the two cross-
sections considered would thus appear justified when restricted to that
speed for the particular aircraft considered.
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6. CONCLUSIONS .
The full potential of the simulation model is best realized by-
examining computer plots such as those in figures 1 and 2. In studies
of survivability, detectability etc., it is apparent that meaningful
values of the parameters P and K and the degree of short term exposure
they imply, provide a considerable extension of the useful information
provided by average clearance alone. The strong correlation between RMS
and clearance provides some measure of confidence which can be placed in
the results obtained. As a rough measure of the applicability of the
model, the RMS upper limit of 120 feet, used in the type 4 aircraft,
analysis may be considered.
If the linear regression model is assumed to hold, an upper clear-
ance limit of 350-400 feet would be quite conservative in determining
the useful region for the model. Above this level it would also appear
reasonable to assume that considerations of terrain masking would be
somewhat academic.
The probability distribution of average clearances is not considered
in this study but is currently under evaluation at Sandia Corporation.
When derived, it should provide a measure of the percentage of sorties
which would be expected to fall within the scope of the model.
The most severe limitation of the model is the complex interaction
of speed and terrain on the parameters Gu and K. As was shown in Section
5, departures from the median speed introduce changes which are a function
of the terrain over which they occur. A possible explanation of this
phenomenon is suggested by the concept of a normal operating speed. All
aircraft habitually cruise within a relatively narrow range of speeds and,
while operational necessity may impose differing speed requirements, the
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control pressures and aircraft responses within the cruise regime are
those to which pilots become most accustomed. One would, therefore,
expect that departure from the accustomed mode would lead to a wider
range of responses.
The selective transformations of the data in the case of aircraft
type 4 were introduced to illustrate the nature and extent of the ter-
rain/speed interaction. The choice of transformations was suggested by
the data and has, therefore, no general applicability. However, the fact
that the response to speed change is essentially the same over terrains
1 and 2 and also over terrains 3 and 4 and that the major difference
occurs between these two groupings would suggest that the dependence on
terrain may be a relatively simple one. As was pointed out earlier,
terrains 1 and 2 are identical, as are 3 and 4. They are listed separ-
ately to indicate the direction of flight over the particular cross-
section. Thus, the apparently similar reactions would appear to indicate
dependence on some common feature of the cross-section when viewed from
either direction. Simple features such as peak frequency would thus
appear to be more influential than would more complex features such as
gradient etc.
In the absence of a terrain index, the model may still be considered
terrain independent at the median speeds considered in the analysis for
terrains roughly comparable to those considered. The sample means, var-
iances and covariances calculated at that speed provide an estimate of
the parent multivariate normal population which can be sampled to obtain
representative sets of trajectories. Further application to more general
speeds should be undertaken only after examination of the sensitivity of
the model to departures from the mean values of the parameters Gu and K.
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Examination of the estimated distributions indicates, also, that the dis-
tribution of parameters for each aircraft model is quite distinct.
A Multi-dimenSional confidence region could conceivably be estimated
for each aircraft type. The calculation would, however, be somewhat un-
wieldy and its operational interpretation obscure. As a practical matter,
a meaningful procedure would be to generate a series of flights over the
desired terrain cross-section utilizing mean values of the parameters and
sets of values removed either one standard deviation or some other con-
venient measure from the mean. In this way an envelope of trajectories
could be generated which would in large measure reflect the characteris-
tics of the underlying population.
The following sampling procedure is suggested as a means of genera-
ting random trajectories from the estimated parameter distributions over
arbitrary terrain cross-section.
The appropriate covariance matrix is first diagonal i zed by an ortho-
gonal transformation and the mean vector is multiplied by the matrix of
the transformation. Samples may then be drawn independently by standard
random sampling procedures from each of the five independent univariate
normal distributions so derived. Each sample vector is multiplied by the
inverse of the matrix of the orthogonal transformation. The resulting
vector is a random sample from the desired multivariate distribution.
The justification of this procedure is as follows:
Let V be the covariance matrix and M the mean vector of
the multivariate normal distribution of interest. Let C be an
orthogonal matrix such that
C'VC is diagonal
where C is the transpose of C.
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Then, if X is a random vector distributed as N(M,V) , Y = CX
is distributed as N(CM, C'VC). C'VC is diagonal and therefore
the marginal distributions of y*, the components of Y are inde-
pendent and normal.
If, then, a random sample is drawn from the distribution
of each of the y. and the vector so formed is multiplied by C ,
the inverse of C, the resulting vector will be a random sample
from the multivariate normal distribution with parameters
(C
-1
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An attempt to describe the important characteristics of low level
flying has led to the development of a low level flight simulator. This
model uses only five intuitively reasonable parameters and is easily im-
plemented on any high speed digital computer. Comparison of simulated
flights and actual ones has shown that the simulation gives a realistic
description of low level flying. This simulation is only two dimension-
al, that is, the flight is restricted to a predetermined course and hence
the A/C can make only up and down maneuvers.
The basic problem in low level flight is to follow terrain as close-
ly as possible to avoid detection while maintaining safe clearances and
relatively constant air speed. Also, the A/C must stay within the reason-
able g load limits imposed by the pilot and A/C combination. The phil-
osophy of the simulation adheres to this tradeoff. Also, the simulated
A/C will react only to those terrain features which can be seen (line of
sight) from the A/C at any given time.
The simulation is a discrete process. Given that the A/C is at a
certain position and attitude, the terrain ahead of the A/C is examined.
It is then determined whether the A/C must pull up in order to avoid a
crash while maintaining constant air speed and staying within specified
g limits. If the A/C must pull up, it does. If safety does not require
the A/C to pull up, the possibility of going downward is examined. If
this maneuver can be safely executed, i.e., a downward maneuver will not
cause a crash later in the flight, the A/C goes down. If a downward
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maneuver is not safe, the A/C must maintain its current attitude. The
A/C then moves along a length of arc specified by the discretization
step size of the simulation in a direction given by the resultant choice
of "up", "straight" or "down" and the choices are examined again from the
new position and attitude.
Considerable simplification is obtained by having the A/C always make
its maneuvers with only the full g loads allowed. If the simulation step
size is sufficiently small the resultant trajectory will be corresponding-
ly smooth. The simulation that was made to allow both full and half g
load maneuvers showed that the half g maneuvers were rarely used.
Additional simplification is obtained by ignoring the dynamic res-
ponse of the A/C. This is not as serious an omission as might be sup-
posed. The output of the simulation is a flight path over a terrain.
The only requirement of this path is that the particular A/C in question
indeed be capable of following it. Aerodynamics enters when it is neces-
sary to relate the time when a maneuver is initiated by a pilot and the
time when the A/C responds. The simulation does not assume this time dif-
ference to be zero, but it does assume that the A/C response is instantan-
eous when it is begun.
B. Parameters
The five parameters used in the flight are briefly described here.
More exact definitions are found in Section II-B.
(1) Gu - The maximum g load allowed in an up maneuver.
(2) Gd - The maximum g load allowed in a down maneuver.
The simulation takes these g's to be relative to earth
gravity. Their direction is normal to the velocity vector of the A/C at
all times, hence all no n- zero g maneuvers are on circular arcs since the
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airspeed is taken as constant.
(3) K - Look ahead safety factor.
Although safe flight is presumably possible by always pull-
ing up at the last moment (without exceeding g limits), it is apparent
that pilots pull up sooner than minimum safety requirements would require.
The parameter K essentially describes how much extra safety margin pilots
allow themselves.
(4) P - Peak anticipation factor.
When relatively severe peaks occur on the terrain, the limi-
tation of downward g load will generally cause severe overshoot beyond the
peak if pull up before the peak is based on safety (K). The parameter P
describes the amount of anticipation the pilot uses to avoid severe over-
shoot. Results obtained from g limited "optimal" trajectories have in-
dicated that mean clearances tend to be reduced if the pilot flies hor-
izontally over peaks. The parameter P is taken such that if P = 1, the
simulation will anticipate in such a fashion that the A/C will be hori-
zontal over significant peaks. If P^.1, the anticipation will not be
soon enough and the A/C will usually overshoot beyond a peak. If P^ 1
,
anticipation will be too soon and overshoot will usually occur before a
peak.
(5) S - Mean shift
The simulator will allow near zero clearances. In actual
flight a pilot will tend to keep above a certain nominal clearance for
safety. For instance, while flying over a long flat plain, a pilot will
maintain some nominal altitude while the simulator will essentially stay
on the ground. The parameter S indicates the amount of (upward) shift
necessary to make the mean value of a simulated flight equal to the mean
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value of a simulated flight equal to the mean value of an actual flight.
II. Description of the Simulator.
A. Terrain
The simulator uses terrain described as piecewise linear segments.
Fine structure terrain data is available for the Tonopah courses, but
simplified terrain profiles were used for the simulations. The moderate
and rough courses contained 1251 and 2500 terrain segments respectively.
To require the simulator to use all of these segments would have entailed
prohibitive computer time since at each step in the simulation the model
must examine each terrain segment in front of the A/C for considerable
distance down range. The simplified terrains (86 and 120 segments) were
created by straight lines from significant peak and valley points. Only
the fine structure of the profiles was changed. It is felt that using
the simplified terrain has had a negligible effect on the simulation re-
sults, even at the lowest speeds. The simulation essentially filters
fine structure in much the same manner as would a pilot.
The profile is assumed to extend to infinity at zero slope from the
end of the given piece of terrain.
B. Notation
The following quantities are used:
v - air speed (fps) - assumed constant throughout flight.
Gu - maximum incremental g allowed in pull up maneuver.
Gd - maximum incremental g allowed in push over maneuver.
K - non-dimensional "look ahead" factor, K.^1.
P - non-dimensional "peak anticipation" factor, P,j>0
(u. ,,h. .), (u.,h.) - The end points of the ith terrain segment
ui> Vr
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The distance down range is given by u and the altitude by h. The
index i increases down range (ahead of the A/C).
th h. - h
s^ - Slope of the i terrain segment, s.^^d. s = i L
1 Ui " Ui-1
b,- - Intercept of i terrain segment, b- = h. - s.u.l * <= 1 1 1 l
vt - Distance traveled in one step of simulation. It is possible
to consider t as the time between decisions, but caution
should be used in thinking of t as a pilot reaction time
since such phenomena is likely lost by ignoring the A/C
dynamics.
The following notation is used:
(x,y) - Location of the A/C.






Ru - Radius of up turn circle R = , . —
v
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R - Radius of sense circle R„ =1/R + (K vt)
s s r u
f* - Change in A/C attitude with up turn P = vt/R
P , - Change in attitude with down turn /\ = vt/R^
R, - Maximum examination ahead distance. For efficiency it is not
necessary that all terrain segments ahead of the A/C be examined
at every step. Only those segments which can affect the simu-
lation need be examined. Those segments which have an endpoint
in the range x ^ u- Z. x + R. are examined. R, is computed as
follows: Let II be the total altitude deviation of the terrain;
i.e. t^ = max(h-) - min(h.)> for all i. If h ^ R, , then let
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Rk = 2Ru
+ V If hm4 Rd ' then let R'k =/v 2Ru + 2Rd - V-
Now, let Rk be Rk = max^R^., 2Rg 7 .
(x
c ,yc )
- Center of up turn circle. If A/C is at position (x,y) and
attitude o(, then
x_ = x - R sinO(
c u
yc = y 2 Ru
cos^
Ci Maneuvers
Three maneuvers are possible. Let the A/C be at position (x,y)
with attitude o(. After completing one of the three maneuvers, the A/C
position and attitude will be:
1. Up maneuver
x-*x + 2RU sin(/^/2) cos(<?<+ /~/2)
y->y + 2^ sin(^/2) sin(©<+ ^/2)
2. Down maneuver
x-»x + 2Rd sin(£d/2) Cos(0<-A/2)
y-*y + 2Rd sin($j/2) sin(o<- ^/2)
3. Straight maneuver
x -* x + vt cos ex
y -> y + vt sino<
Note that the A/C flies on straight lines or arcs of circles.
D. Simulation logic without peak anticipation
We shall temporarily ignore peak anticipation. Let the A/C be at
point A (Figure 1) with coordinates (x,y) and attitude $(. The up turn
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circle (center C , radius R ) and down turn circle (center Cj, radius
R^) are both tangent to the velocity vector of the A/C (QA) at the point
A. The points S and S* are on QA extended. The points U and D are placed
such that the arc lengths AU = vt and AD = vt. The point S is placed such
that the length AS = vt. If the A/C makes an up (down) maneuver it will
next be at point U (D) and its attitude will be the slope of a line tan-
gent to the up (down) circle at point U (D) . If the A/C flies straight it
will be at S with attitude unchanged.
First, it must be decided whether safety requires a pull up. The
A/C is temporarily placed at point S and a new up circle is drawn (center
Cus , radius R. see Figure 2) tangent to AS at S. The point S' is placed
on AS extended such that the distance SS ' = K vt (K 1). A sense circle
with radius R„ is drawn with center C 11C,. If any terrain is found insides us J
the sense circle down range from the original A/C (point A) and "above"
the line AS', the A/C must go up.
If no terrain is in the sense circle "above" AS' it is always safe
for the A/C to fly straight and, it may be safe to make a downward man-
euver. Examination of the downward possibility is made as follows: The
A/C is temporarily placed at point D with a temporary attitude of the
slope of a line thru D tangent to the down turn circle. A temporary up
turn circle (center Cu , radius Ru , see Figure 3) is drawn tangent to the
down circle at D. A new sense circle is drawn with center at C^ and
radius RS (DS" = K vt) . If any terrain is in the new sense circle "above"
the line DS rt then a down maneuver is not to be considered safe and a
straight maneuver is made. If no terrain is in the new sense circle






+ y? - Rk
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z i = xc
+ s
i (yc - b i }
z[ = z? - (1 + S 2)(z
c
+ bj - 2y
c
b.)
The ith terrain segment will be inside the sense circle and "above" the
velocity vector if all the conditions below hold and the segments are
examined in order down range from the A/C
(1) s^ - tan^ y 0, and
? (1M.: y - x tano(
~^i
(2) - u- JL 0, and
s^ - tan^
. . y - x tanc*. - bi
(3) — - - x>0, and
s^ - tan o^





(5) = u. , > 0, and (6) — n u > 0.
1 + s? x + s i
1_1 ~
When the A/C is placed at U, S, or D, the process just described is
repeated.
E. Peak anticipation logic
If P 0, the following procedure is used before the procedure des-
cribed immediately above. Let the coordinates of a "peak" be (u ,h )
(Figure 4). The circle D of radius R^ is drawn with center (u_, h - Rj) .
In order for an A/C which is below the peak to fly level over the peak,
the A/C must be on, and tangent to, the circle D. Once the A/C is inside
D, it is impossible to fly level over the peak.
As the A/C approaches the peak, the up turn circle U (center C
,
radius R~) moves along with the A/C. When the circl&^U^impinges on the
circle D, the A/C cannot get on the D circle if it is anywhere on the arc
AA unless it pulls up immediately and continues to pull up until the
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point A' is reached. At this point the A/C is released from anticipation
and will usually follow circle D, with the technique of the last section,
over the peak unless some higher peak becomes important.
The simulation proceeds as follows: At each step quantities X^ =
Uj_ - x
c
and Y^ = yo - h. + R, are computed for all visible (line of
sight) terrain points within the examination region. If, at any step,
a terrain point is found such that
X? = Y 2 ^(R
u
+ Rd )
2 i.e. i = p
then the circles have impinged. Now, if the A/C is on arc AA'; i.e., if
n/y^n* tne A//C will be forced to make up maneuvers until o( ^PC- Then the
A/C will be allowed to fly free of the anticipation-
The actual quantities examined are




< 2>*<% *p = tan-^-iL.)
P
If P = 1, equation (1) is the same as above and "perfect" anticipation is
accomplished. If P ^ 1, the left side of (1) is larger than necessary
for "perfect" anticipation and the simulation will sense impingement
later than it has actually occurred. In this case the A/C will pull up
late and will overshoot beyond the peak. If P/l 5 anticipation will be
early and "overshoot" will occur before the peak. It must be remembered
that the techniques of the last section are always used, except when both
(1) and (2) hold. In this case an up maneuver is mandatory and the safety
conditions need not be examined.
Due to the possibility of a "peak" being immediately in front of a
much larger peak, the actual procedure is a bit more complicated than the
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above. The essential features have been described. The remainder of
this section contains the details of the peak anticipation technique.
As before, all terrain segments are examined which have end points
in the range x ^ u^ < x + Ry.. All visible terrain points are examined,
i.e. all segments such that
(*) h i - y v hn - y i > n
u^ - x un - X
All segments which satisfy (*) and also satisfy






- y L )
2
< (Ru + Rd )
2 (.99 + .01P) 2
will be called "possible peaks". If there are no "possible peaks" use
the technique of Section II-D. If one point satisfies (*) and (**)
,
then it is the peak (i = p). If more than one point satisfies (*) and
(**) choose the nearest (nearest to the A/C) possible peak (11 , h ) for
which










- h.) 2> (Ru + Rd )
2





then the A/C must make an up maneuver, if (****) is not satisfied then
Section II-D is used.
III. Flight-Simulation Comparison
In order to show the usefulness of the flight simulator, it is
necessary to show that parameters Gu> Gd, P and K can be found which
yield simulations which compare favorably with actual flights. The
technique used was to find a set of parameters for each trial examined
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which yielded a simulation which was "close" to the flight flown. In the
material to follow the word "flight" is used to mean an actual trial to
which a simulation is fitted.
A collection of about 2000 smoothed data points were used to des-
cribe each flight. A four-dimensional search procedure was used to find
the Gu, Gd, P and K which minimized the sum of squared deviations between
flight and simulation altitudes. These deviations were computed at each
data point of the flight after the altitudes of the simulation had been
adjusted so that the mean altitude of the simulation was equal to that of
the flight. The amount of adjustment in the simulation associated with
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Program ONE A is a Fortran 63 program which sorts data and calculates
sample means, variances, covariances, and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Bart-
lett, Scheffe and T statistics. Data is first sorted in increasing order
of RMS error and the sample is truncated at a predetermined upper level of
RMS. The remaining data is then resorted by terrain and into speed cate-
gories within each terrain grouping. The analysis is conducted on each
subsample and on cumulative groupings by terrain and overall. Upon com-
pletion of this phase the data is again sorted by order of speeds and the
analysis repeated.
Data is read in as follows. Each data card contains one record con-
sisting of: sortie number, terrain number, speed number, pilot number,
clearance, Gu, Gd, P, K, S, RMS. Format (416, 7F6.0) is used.
One control card is required, preceding each data deck and is
punched as follows:
Columns
1 - 3 1 If no transformation of data is desired on first run.
Transformations may be inserted at statements 11 and
12 in the main program. If 1 is punched, the program
will automatically repeat, transforming variables on
the second run.
2 If no transformation is incorporated or if one run with
only transformed variables is desired.
4 4 6 I If KVT output is selected from the simulation. If 1 is
punched KVT is divided by VT x 10, S is divided by 100.
2 K is divided 10, S by 100.
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7-9 Total sample size
10 - 12 Number of terrains considered
13 - 15 Number of terrain speed combinations
16 - 18 Number of speeds
19 - 21 Number of pilots
22 - 24 Number of speeds flown terrain 1
25 - 27 Number of speeds flown terrain 2
28 - 30 Number of speeds flown terrain 3
31 - 33 Number of speeds flown terrain 4
34 - 39 Speed 1 in feet per second
40 - 45 Speed 2 in feet per second
46 - 51 Speed 3 in feet per second
52 - 54 Appendix number (optional)
55 - 57 Aircraft model number (optional)
58 - 60 Upper limit of RMS
61 - 63 Decrements by which RMS is to be reduced on successive
iterations
64 - 66 Number of data sets to be considered (required on first
data set only)
Format for the control card is (1113, 3F6.0, 513)
The program is listed with its subroutines on the following pages.
Subroutine NPOA, a U.S.N.P.G. School library subroutine, calculates the
value of the upper half of the cumulative normal integral. Values derived
must be adjusted appropriately depending on the sign of the standardized
variable. This is accomplished in subroutine KOLSMIR.
Subroutine SHLSORT is also a library subroutine. It sorts the data
supplied to it in ascending order of magnitude. An array named KEYS pro-
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vides a listing of the order of the rearranged variables prior to sorting
which permits appropriate realignment of the remaining variables.
The statement PRINT 800, ( ) with an appropriate listing of
the variables desired may be inserted at any point in the program to ob-
tain a print out of the current status of the variables.
Limitations:
Number of data points in any terrain or speed category must be
greater than three.
Running Time:
Two complete runs of three iterations each with transformation of
all variables prior to the second run has been found to take approximately
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UPPER LIMIT OF RMS ERRCR CONSIDERED
NUMBER OF SAMPLE POINTS





NUMBER OF SPEEDS FLOWN ON EACH TERRAIN SEGMENT
TERRAIN SPEEDS
DATA ACJUSTED AS FOLLOWS
K = KVT/3000
S = S/100














2 8 12 9
3 14 15
k 13 10 11
100
















































.350 .65 1.233 1.200 -.070
• U50 .800 .3 33 .900 .940








.200 1.150 .667 .05 1.200
1.000 .475 .883 .937 .670
.950 .1.150 . .1 18 1.050 .520
1.125 1 .550 .093 .85 .770
.400 1.050 .110 .800 1.330









.300 .650 .200 1.300 — • 80
1 .400 .650 .2 33 .700 .540
,250_ .700 . 1.667 1.125
.950
1.210
.650 1 .300 .363 .570
.400 .6 JO .667 .87 5 .460
.200 .900 .833 .800 .84
.200, .750 .267 1.250
.85
.36
.300 .450 .983 .650
.350 .900 1.000 1.000 1.230






1 .20 .667 .340
.400 .750 1.250 1.050
.700 1.400 .667 .850 .460
.600_ 1.400 _ .833 .800
.75
. .310
.uoo 1 .300 .835 1 . 390
.200 1 .40 .500 .800 1.040
.400 1.100 1.167 .800 1.950
.400 1 .0 50 ... .833 .775 . .770
.800 1 .200 .333 .600 .960
'
.300 1 .100 1.000 .900 1.630
.650 1 .350 .667 .900 .470
.350. .350 1 .000 .775
1 .000
.410
.200 1 .400 .417 1.350
.400 1.1 no .8 33 .900 1.74
.60 1 • 1 00 • 853 .850 .970
.200 1.250 .667 1 .000 1.410
.60 .900 .833 .800 • 890
.650 1.350 .833 .875 • 53C
.550 .900 .750 .850 1.820





2 .50 .700 1 . 6 1
2 . 60 .650 1.667 .875 1.220
2 .600 .800 .583 .650 1.500
2 -.500 1 .050 1.750 .850 1.560
2 .200 .800 .667 .950 .730
2 .600 1.450 1 .500 .875 .590
2 .500 .850 1.000 .750 1.400
9




.700 1.150 .667 .810
2 .550 1.400 1.000 .950 .770
2 .250 1.100 .933 .900 1.060






2 .950 .800 " .667 .700 1.530
2 .800 .650 1.167 .525 1.110










































































































































































































































































































































































































TERRAIN 1 SPEED 1
VARIANCE CO VARIANCE MATRIX iMEAN VECTOR
GU GC K S X
.118 .0 30 -.092 -.095 .006 .556
.030 .147 -.093 -.047 .012 .860
-.092 -.0 93 .209 • iZ 5 6 -.003 .633
-.095 -.047 .056 .31 -.049 .990












T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CCRRELATION





















































































































GU GO K S X
.153 .101 .103 .121 .088
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION





















EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
TERRAIN 1 ALL SPEEDS
CEGREES OFFREEDCM 1








TERRAIN 2 SPEED 1
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX






































T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION



























TERRAIN 2 SPEEO 2
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX
GU GC K S
.05.5 -.006 .002 -.054
.006 .083 -.011 - . 1 30




























T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION



























GO K S X
.020 -.010 -.125 -.012
.961 .._. -.288 .088 -.021
-.288 .743 -.541 .042
.088 -.541 1 .282 -.022














T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION


























CUMULATIVE RESULTS TERRAIN 2












.025 .354 -.029 .049 -.003










GU GO K S X
.152 .225 .197 .173 .139
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 27
GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X







EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
TERRAIN 2 ALL SPEEDS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 2
4.528 19.760 11.526 6.934 2.125
109
TERRAIN 3 SPEED 1
VARIANCE CCVARIANCE MATRIX
GU GO K S
.0 50
X
072 -.030 .073 .ecu
030.__._ .166 -.131 -.126 -.009
073 -.131 .165 .165 .012
050 -.126 .165 .466 -.003
















T TEST FOR S IGNIFICANCE
CCRRELATICN


























TERRAIN 3 SPEED 2
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX
GU GC K S X
.027 .015 .030 -.043 -.001
.015 .114 .011 -.034 .010


















.159 .104 .225 .212 .113
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CCRRELATION


























CUMULATIVE RESULTS TERRAIN 3
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GD
.047 -.006 .049 .003 .001 .507











GU GD K S X
.196 .072 .175 .140 .100
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
DEGREES OF FREEDOM 27
GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X
.393 3.346 .071 .521
GD/K GD/S GD/X
2.026 1.300 .168




EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
TERRAIN 3 ALL SPEEDS
DEGREES OF FREEDOM 1
3.036
.
.467 .040 1.309 .105
112
TERRAIN 4 SPEED 1







.021 .11+2 -.156 -.068 -.002 1.015
.038 -.156 .274 .156 .016 .885
.057
.
-.068 .156 .342 .020 1.172








T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION





























TERRAIN U SPEED 2
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX ME4N VECTCR
GU GD K S' X
.035 .033 -.020 -.148 -.003 .545
.033 .065 -.017 -.212. .007 1.085
-.020 -.017 .182 .222 .016 1.067
-.148 -.212 .222 1.399 -.017 .1.727










T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION






























TERRAIN 4 SPEED 3
VARIANCE SOVARIANCE MATRIX
GU GC K S X







.151 -.243 .634 1.329
.002
.002
















T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION







































































T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION






















EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES _ '
TERRAIN 4 ALL SPEEDS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM
"7032" "1.530 3.277 5.730 3.112
116








.013 .186 -.058 -.056 .001
-.010 -.058 .325 .191 .005
-.046 -.0 56 .191 .807
-.019
-.019
-.005 • 001 .005 .008
KOLMOGCROF-SMIRNOV
TEST STATISTIC
SAMPLE SIZE 1 16
GU GO K S X
.141 .086 .147 .123 .ICO
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CCRRELATION
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 114
GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X











EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
EETWEEN ALL SAMPLES'
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 9
"'"GU "" GD K S X
23.130 34.280 19.391 18.641 12.466
EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
eETWEEN INDIVIDUAL TERRAINS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 3
_..
GU GD K S X











































GU GD ' K S X
.203 .089 .139 .093 .107
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CCRRELATION



















CUMULATIVE RESULTS SPEED 2 ALL TERRAINS










.oou .099 -.006 -.106 .008 .965
...„_,
.010 -.006 .159 .082 .001 1.1 CL









GU GD K S X
.171 .072 .154 .190 .124
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
DEGREES OF FREEDOM 47
GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X








CUMULATIVE RESULTS SPEED 3 ALL TERRAINS
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTO
GU GO K S X
.118 .042 -.080 -. 144 -.007 .597
..042 .477 -.268 -.121 -.012 1.236
-.080 -.268 .659 .144 : .029 1.480




GU GD K S X
.166 .225 .187 .151 .137
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 18
GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X
.755 1.272 1.703 1.210
GD/K GD/S GD/X
2.506 .665 1.005





















UPPER LIMIT OF RMS ERROR CONSIDERED
NUMBER OF SAMPLE POINTS










DATA ACJUSTED AS FOLLOWS
K = KVT/3000
S = S/1C0












2 8 11 8
3 14 13
4 12 10 9
121








































T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
























TERRAIN 1 SPEEC 2
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GC K S
-.067
X
.003.087 -.020 -.005 .650
.020 .096 .042 -.054 .011 1.032
.005 .042 .098 .001 -.000 1.118

















T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION



































T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION



































EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
TERRAIN 1 ALL SPEEDS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 1
".236
.447 1 .397 .296 .599
124
TERRAIN 2 SPEED 1




















-.018 .0 12 .160
.622
.594








T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CCRRELATION


















TERRAIN 2 SPEED 2
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX
GU . Gn K S X
.048 -.005 -.002 -.050 -.012
.005 .091 ... -.011 -.144 .009
.002 -.011 .076 -.039 .002





















T TEST FCR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION


























TERRAIN 2 SPEED 3
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GC K S X
.243 .141 -.070 -.104 -.016 .706
.141 .236 .103 -.182 -.C03 1 .1 19




















T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION






















CUMULATIVE RESULTS TERRAIN 2
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GO K S X
.138 .049 -.011 -.017 -.016 .582
.049 .131 .061 -.064 - .002 .915
-.011 .06.1 .359 .005 .008 .996
-.017 -.064 . .005 .828. -.018 1.217
-.016 .002 .008 -.018 .008 .947
"
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION




.GU GO K S X
.147 .183 .201 .186 .122
GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X
1.961 .250 .251 2.699
GD/K GD/S GD/X
1.462 .997 .335




EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
TERRAIN 2 ALL SPEEDS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 2
5.305 "4.084~ 8.455 6.993 1.765
128
TERRAIN 3 SPEED 1
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GC K S X
.072 -.0 30 .C73 .050 .004 .5 rJ4
-.030 .166 -.131 -.126 -.009 .971
.073 -.131 .165 .165 .012 .994
.050 -.126 .165 .466 -.003 .955














T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CCRRELATION














TERRAIN 3 SPEED 2






GU GO K S
-.013
X
.024 .000 .032 -.002
.000 .082, .007 .011
.074
.005
.032 .007 .213 .007
-.013 .011 .074 .711 .009










T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
















CUMULATIVE RESULTS TERRAIN 3















.023 -.049 .140 .629 -.001 1.201










T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION






















EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
TERRAIN 3 ALL SPEEDS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 1
3.389 " T.443 .194 .534 .003
131
TERRAIN 4 SPEED 1
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX
GU GD K S
-.039
X







.039 .021 -.008 .250 .011









































TERRAIN 4 SPEED 2
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GC K 'S X








-.023 -.017 1.067 •
-.148 -









GU GO K S X
.184 .202 .184 .272 .158
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 8
GU/GD GU/K GUVS GU/X








TERRAIN 4 SPEED 3
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX
GU GO K S X
.023 .026 -.067
.









-.057 --0 8 1 .150
.028
-.016





































CUMULATIVE RESULTS TERRAIN 4
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GD K S X
.033 .020 -.013 -.057 -.006 .532
.020 .068 -.044 -.074 .001 1.115
.013 -.ouu .242 .161 .010 1.046



















T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CCRR ELATION






















EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
TERRAIN 4 ALL SPEEDS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM
~.501~
.169 9.614 7.095 3.385
135
CUMULATIVE RESULTS ALL SAMPLES
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GO K S X
.076 .01U -.003 -.030 -.cou
-014 .1 13 -.010 =.•047 .001
-.00 3 -.010 .250 .100 .005
-.030 -.047 .100 .650 -.020




GU GD K S X
.150 .071 .133 .110 .091
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION





















EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
EETWEEN ALL SAMPLES
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 9
GU GD K S X
25.198 8.941 22.392 17.759 12.892
eARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY '
CF VARIANCES
EETWEEN .INDIVIDUAL TERRAINS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 3
GU G D K S X







CUMULATIVE RESULTS SPEED 1 ALL TERRAINS






GU GO K s X
.006 -.001 -.016 -.019 -.003






-.019 -.0 27 .092 .322
-.016
-.016




GU GO K S X
.20 1 .0 88 .115 .092 .113

































































T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION






















CUMULATIVE RESULTS SPEED 3 ALL TERRAINS
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTCR
GU GO K S X
.121 .073 -.065 -.065 -.009 .647
.073 .136 -.025 -.119 -.009 1.153


















T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
























6ARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
EETWEEN SPEEDS'
CEGREES" OF FREEDOM 2
GU " GD K S
6.973 1.963 10.148 9.078 .110
139
UPPER LIMIT OF RMS ERROR CONSIDERED 120
NUMBER OF SAMPLE POINTS 87
NUMBER OF TERRAIN SEGMENTS CONSIDERED h
NUMBER OF SPEEDS 3
NUMBER OF SPEEDS FLOWN ON EACH TERRAIN SEGMENT





DATA ACJUSTED AS FOLLOWS
K = KVT/3000
S = S/ ICO ..

















TERRAIN 1 SPC-ED 1
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GC K S X











-.082 .017 .000 .225 -.022 .896










T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CCRRELATION





























































T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION






























T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
























GU GD K S X











.063 .010 .044 .312 -.033 1.073
.002 -.001 .003 -.033 .007 .944
FARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
TERRAIN r ALL SPEEDS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 1
.917—
.283 .997 .490 .235
143




GU GD K S
-.018
X
.167 .001 -.080 -.C24
.00 1 .051 -.013 .012 -.002
.080 -.013 .240 .160 -.001
.018 . .012 .160 .148 -.018
















T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION

























TERRAIN 2 SPEED 2






GU GC K S X
.045 -.024 -.022 .030 -.013
-.021; .088 -.020 -.066 .009
-.022 -.020 .090 .006 .007
.030 -.066 .006 .112 -.007




GU GO K S X
.173 .194 .153 .124 .126
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION






















TERRAIN 2 SPEED 3




.09 4 .029 .216 . -.023
.029 .201 -.139 .128 -.017
-.186 -.139 .571 -.597 .033









GU • GD K S X
.244 .266 .242 .187 .206
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION

























CUMULATIVE RESULTS TERRAIN 2
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GD K s X
.114 .019 -.028 .0 63 -.020 .600





.02 8 .006 .288 .922 •
.063 .012 .022 .278 -.026 .913










T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE CF
CORRELATION





















EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
TERRAIN 2 ALL SPEEDS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 2
3.688 3.919 .5462.619 2.020
.
147
TERRAIN 3 SPEED 1
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU_-._GD.__K S X . _
.021 .021 -.004 -.039 .001 .441
.021 .0 95 -.044 .009 -.007 1.109
•.004 -.0U4 .050 .019 .CC7 .859




GU GD K S X
.246 .173 .182 .201 .231
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
DEGREES -OF .FREEDOM 9
GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X







.001 -.007 .007 -.011 .004 .922
148
TERRAIN 3 SPEED 2
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GC K S X
.018 .013 .011 .001 -.003 .530
.013 .082 .014 -.083 .004 1 .005
.011 .014 .181 .028 .007 1.095
.001 -.08 3 .02 8 .171 -.014 1 .086






































CUMULATIVE RESULTS TERRAIN 3
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX
GU GD K S
-.011
X
.021 .014 .008 -.002
.014 .083 . -.022 -.042 -.000
.008 -.022 .121 .043 .005
.011 -.042 _ .043 .279 -.015
















T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
























EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
TERRAIN 3 ALL SPEEDS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 1
.072 .048 3.525 1.055 .003
150
TERRAIN 4 SPEED 1





















































T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CCRRELATION




























































T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
































TERRAIN 4 SPEEC 3






























GU GD K S X
.135 .144 .221 .103 .194
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CCRRELAT ION






















CUMULATIVE RESULTS TERRAIN 4
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GD K S X
.035 .019 .001 -.024 -.008 .554
.019 .063 -.039 -.018 -.003 1.143
.001 -.03$, .188 .030 .009 .934
-.024 -.018 .030 .261 .011 1.175




GU GO K S
.104 .089 .216 .117
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 24
GU/GC GU/K GU/S GU/X







8ARTLETTS. TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES _
TERRAIN 4 ALL SPEEDS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 2
.482
.628 11.836 .465 1.001
154
CUMULATIVE RESULTS ALL SAMPLES
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GC K S X
.063 .014 -.012 -.008 -.006 .556
.014- .097 -.011 -.003 -.003 1.035














GU GD K S X
.120 .074 .128 .053 .088
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION



















3 . 1 30
.884
EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
EETWEEN ALL SAMPLES
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 9
GU GD K S X
21.197 3.829 22.957 6.399 6.425
EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
EETWEEN INDIVIDUAL TERRAINS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 3
GU GD K S X
17.829 1.612 3.635 .175 5.490
155
























































T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION






















CUMULATIVE RESULTS SPEED 2 ALL TERRAINS
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GD K S X
.037 .004 .007 -.015 -.C03 .590
.004 .085,- .010 -.055 .005 1.034
.00 7 . 1 .104 -.008 .003 1.074
.015 -.055 -.008 .204 -.010 1.192










T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION

























CUMULATIVE RESULTS SPEED 3 ALL TERRAINS
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR



























GU GD K S X
.094 .191 .240 .079 .169
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 9
GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X







EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
EETWEEN SPEEDS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 2
GU~~ GD K S X







UPPER LIMIT OF RMS ERROR CONSIDERED 200
NUMBER CF SAMPLE POINTS 116
NUMBER CF TERRAIN SEGMENTS CONSIDERED 4
NUMBER CF SPEEDS 5













Terrains 1 and 2
GU. = /AGU i + GU2 - /a" GU l i ? 2
K
t
= Jl - A K i + K 2
- Jl - A KL i jt 2






















. li_ 13 10 1
1
159











































T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION



































T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CCRRELATION
















































• 062 1 .547
.001 .009 .899
161
CUMULATIVE RESULTS TERRAIN 1
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX






.004 .134 -.044 -.074 .013
.014 -.044 .176 .128 -.009
.039 . -.0 74 .128 .528 -.058


















T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION





















EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES _
TERRAIN 1 ALL SPEEDS
CEGREES OF FREEDCM 1
1.736" .063 .246 1.263 .412
162
TERRAIN 2 SPEED 1
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GD K S X
.050 .001 -.037 -.010 -.013 .572
.001 .051 - . C 11
,
.012 -.002 .788
-.037 -.011 .168 .134 -.001 1.000
-.010 .012 .134 .148 -.018 .594




GU GD K S X
.305 .316 .208 .150 .144
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION




















TERRAIN 2 SPEED 2
VARIANCE CGVARIANCE MATRIX
GU GO K S X
.055 -.006 .002 -.051+ -.012
.00 6 . '83 -.011 - . 1 30 .008
.002 -.011 .071 -.039. .001
.054 -.130 -.039 .593 .002














T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE CF
CORRELATION

























TERRAIN 2 SPEED 3
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GC K S X
.066 .011 -.004 -.•067 -.006 .5 67
.011 .961 -.242 .088 • V/i 1 1 .408
-.004 -.242 .527 -.456 .035 1.010
-.067 .0 88 -.456 1.282 -.022 1.6 DO




GU GO K S X
.268 .220 .246 .257 .290
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CCRRELATION





































.394 -.072 .049 - . 003
-.072 .221 -.115 .011
.049 -.115 .821 -.013







T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION




















EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
TERRAIN 2 ALL SPEEDS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM














TERRAIN 3 SPEED 1
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GD K S X
.07 2 -.030 .104 .050 .004 .504
-.030 .166 -.187 -.126 -.009 .971
.104 -.187 .336 .235 .016 1.420
.050 -.126 .235 .466 - • 003 .955




GU GO K S X
.221 .146 .193 .172 .206
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION





















TERRAIN 3 SPEED 2
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GO K S
-.043
X
-.001.027 .0 15 .030 .510
.015 .114 .011 -.034 .010 .9 60













T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 13
168
CUMULATIVE RESULTS TERRAIN 3
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GC K s X
.04 7 - . C 6 . C63 .005 .001 .5; 7
.006 .')34 -.081 -.077 .001 .966
.06 3 -.081 .266 .089 .013 1.284
.00 3 -.0 77 ,089 .7 54 -.coo 1.268









.193 . 140 .100
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION





















EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
TERRAIN 3 ALL SPEEDS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 1
3.036 .467 1.172 1.309 .105
169
TERRAIN 4 SPEED 1
VARIANCE COVARIANCE .MATRIX




.021 .142 -.223 -.063
.054 -.223 .559 .222
.057 -.068 .222 .342

















































TERRAIN 4 SPEED 2
VARIANCE CO VARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GO K S X
.035 .033 -.020 -.148 -.003 .545
.033 .065 -.017 -.212 .007 1 .085
.020 -.0 17 .182 .222 .016 1.067
.148 -.212 .222 1.399 -.017 1 .727










T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CCRRELATICN





























.035 .0 43 -.007
.043 .090 -. 168 -.243 -.013
.093 -.168 .348 .491 .024
.151 -.243 .491 1.329 .002













T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION

























CUMULATIVE RESULTS TERRAIN 4
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GC K S X
.036 .0 31 -.055 -.093 -.007 .510
.051 .098 -.138 -. 143 -.004 1 .062
.055 -.138 .367 .285 .022 1 .213
.093 -.143 .285 1.031 -.003 1 .594










T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION























EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
TERRAIN 4 ALL SPEEDS
CEGREES OF FREECCM
-.032" 1.530 2.873 5.730 3.112
173
CUMULATIVE RESULTS ALL SAMPLES





































GU GD K S X
.126 .086 .135 .123 .100
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE CF
CORRELATION



















EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
EETWEEN ALL SAMPLES
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 9
GU GD K S X
6.859 34.280 17.422 18.641 12.466
EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FO* EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
EETWEEN INDIVIDUAL TERRAINS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 3
GU GD K S X
1.695 18.052 4.039 2.907 6.365
174
CUMULATIVE RESULTS SPEED 1 ALL TERRAINS
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GD K s X
.051 -.004 • -.010 -.021 -.002 .534
. 00 u .134 -.119 -.049 -.002 .924
.010 -.119 .334 .171 .003 1.201
.021 -.049 .171 .354 -.013 .963












T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION











































T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION



































CUMULATIVE RESULTS SPEED 3 ALL TERRAINS
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTCR
GU GO K S X
.04 6 .030 -.053 -.111 -.006 • 553
.033 .477 -.213 -.121 -.012 1.236
.053 -.213 .425 .093 .C24 1 .161
.111 -.121 .093 1.275 -.013 1.8 03












T TEST FCR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION





















EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
EETWEEN SPEEDS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 2
GU GD K S
.061 21.450 8.917 13.162 .626
177
UPPER LIMIT OF RMS ERRCR CONSIDERED
NUMBER OF SAMPLE POINTS




















2 8 11 8
3 14 13
4 12 10 9
178
TERRAIN 1 SPEED 1
VARIANCE COVARIANCE .MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GD K S X
.035 .016 -.042 -.052 . 3 .627
.016 .147 -.078 -.047 .012 .860
-.042 -.073 .146 .047 - . c : 2 1 .009
-.052 -.f'47 .047 .310 -.049 .990




GU GD K S X
.205 .146 .161 .104 .132
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION






















TERRAIN 1 SPEED 2
~
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GC K s X
.087 -.0 20 -.0C5 -.067 .003 .650
.020 .096 .042 -.054 .on 1.032
.005 .0 42 .093 .001 -.000 1.118
.067 -.0 54 .001 .437 -.047 1.410






































CUMULATIVE RESULTS TERRAIN 1






GU GO K S X
.057 .0 00 -.023 -.054 .003
.000 .125 A 1C• V 1 J -.029 • 1 '
-.025 -.015 .121 .03o -.002
-.054 -.0 29 .036 . 400 -.048




GU GD K S X
.136 .100 .144 .092 .091
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION





















EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
TERRAIN 1 ALL SPEEDS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 1
1.967 .447 .403 .296 .599
181
TERRAIN 2 SPEED 1
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GC K S
-.010
X
-.013.050 .001 -.037 .572
.00 1 .05.1 -.011 .012 -.002 .788
-.037 -.0 11. .168 .134 -.001 1.0 jO
-.010 .012 .134 .148 -.018 .594




GU GU K S X
.305 .316 .208 .150 .144
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
CEGREES OF FREEDCM 6
GU/GO GU/K GU/S GU/X
.031 1.064 .281 1.407







TERRAIN 2 SPEED 2
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX
GU GO K S
.048 -.005 -.002 -.050
.005 . p 9 1 -.011 -. 144
.00 2 -.on .076 -.039
.050 -.144 -.039 .646
























T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CCRRELATICN




















TERRAIN 2 SPEED 3
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GD K S
-.056
X
-.009.07 1 .076 -.032 .583
.076 .236 .087 -. 182 -.003 1.119
.032 .0 87 .449 -.402 .031 1.132













T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION

























CUMULATIVE RESULTS TERRAIN 2
VARIANCE COVARI ANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GD K S X 1
.G51 .020 -.019 -.0 35 -.011 .581
.020 .131 .025 -.0 64 .002 .915
-.019 .025 .200 -.079 . 1 1.027
-.C35 - • 6 4 -.079 .828 -.018 1.217




GU GD K S X
.133 .183 .179 .186 .122
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELAT IGN





















PARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
TERRAIN 2 ALL SPEEDS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 2
.352" 4.084 6.227 6.993 1.765
185
TERRAIN 3 SPEED 1
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR














GU GO K S X
.221 .146 .193 .172 .206
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CCRRELATION




























VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GO K S X
.024 .000 .032 -.013 — • 002 .538
.000 .$82 .007 .011 .005 1 .038
.032 .007 .213 .074 .007 1 .169
.013 .11 .074 .711 .009 1.465










T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION

























CUMULATIVE RESULTS TERRAIN 3
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX
GU GD K S
.023
X






















T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION




























FARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
TERRAIN 3 ALL SPEEDS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 1
3.389 1.443 .623 .534 .003
188
TERRAIN 4 SPEED 1
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTCR




























































TERRAIN 4 SPEEC 2
VARIANCE CQVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GD K S
-.148
X
-•003.035 .033 -.020 .545
.033 .065 -.017 -.212 .007 1 .085
•020 -.017 .182 .222 .016 1.067















T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION

























TERRAIN 4 SPEED 5
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX
GU GO K S
.023 .026 -.052 -.037
.02 6 .064 -.109 -.081
.05 2 -. 109 .216 .116
.037 -.-81 .116 .495






















T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION






















CUMULATIVE RESULTS TERRAIN 4
GU GO K
.033 .020 -.024 -.057 -.006 .532
. .020 .068 -.051 -.074 .001 1.115
-.024 -.051 .143 .094 .012 1.077






T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
CEGREES..OF FREEDOM 29







GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X







EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
TERRAIN 4 ALL SPEEDS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 2
.501"
.169 2.140 7.095 3.385
AN VECTOR
-.006 .001 .012 .008 .892
192
CUMULATIVE RESULTS ALL SAMPLES
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX
GU GO K S X
.047 • 005 -.003 -.032 -.033
.005 .113 -.033 -.047 .001
.003 -.033 .194 .041 .008
.032 -.047 .041 .65?. -.020

















T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION





















EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
EETWEEN ALL SAMPLES
CEGREES OF FREEDCM 9
GU "GO K S
8.785 8.941 13.827 17.759 12.892
EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
EETWEEN INDIVIDUAL TERRAINS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 3
GU GO K S X
2.181 3.647 5.340 3.192 7.224
193
CUMULATIVE RESULTS SPEED 1 ALL TERRAINS












.00 5 -.080 .213 1 .149
-.013 -.0 27 .103 .322 -.016 .934




GU GD K S X
.134 .088 .138 .092 .113
T TEST FOR .SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 44
GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X




















T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION

































.001 .086 .010 -.081 .006 1.003
.003 .0 10 .140 .055 .005 1.085
.06 3 -.081 .055 .741 -.014 1.509
.00 3 .nc6 .005 -.014 .007 .896
195
















































T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION















6ARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
EETWEEN SPEEDS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 2
GU GD K S X
.177 1.963 4.1C3 9.078 .110
196
UPPER LIMIT OF RMS ERROR CONSIDERED
NUMBER CF SAMPLE POINTS


























TERRAIN 1 SPEED 1
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GC K S
-.045
X
.000.037 .011 -.041 .637











.000 .225 -.022 .896 _




































TERRAIN 1 SPEED 2
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GD K s X
.064 .008 .026 -.056 .006 .611
.008 .0 84 .031 -.042 .007 1 . 1 00




















T TEST FCR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION




















CUMULATIVE RESULTS TERRAIN 1
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX
GU GC K S
.047 .00 8 -.012 -.0 50




.050 .010 .00 5 .312






















T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION




















EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
TERRAIN 1 ALL SPEEDS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 1
.594 .283 .249 .490 .235
200
TERRAIN 2 SPEED 1
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GO K S X
.050 .001 -.037 -.01 -.013 .572
.00 1 . 5
1
-.on .012 -.002 .787
-.037 -.011 .168 .134 -.001 1.000
-.010 .012 .134 .148 -.013 .594
-.013 -.002




GU GO K S X
.305 .316 .208 .150 .144
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATICN
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 6
GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X








TERRAIN 2 SPEED 2
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX
GU . GC K s
.030
X
.045 -.024 -.022 -.013
.024 f\ Q O. L/C O -.020 -.066 .009
.022 -.020 .090 .006 .007
.030 _ -.066 .006 .112 -.007


















T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CCRRELATION


























VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GD K S X
.02 7 .016 -.084 .117 mo .659
.016 .201 -.117 .128 -.017 1.225
















T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATICN

























CUMULATIVE RESULTS TERRAIN 2






-.013.GUI -.001 .6 11
-.00 1 .1 12 -.026 .012 - . 1 .900














GU GO K S X
•122 .200 .143 .070 .110
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION





















EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
TERRAIN 2 ALL SPEEDS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 2
.326 2.J20 "2.457 3.919 .546
204
TERRAIN 3 SPEED 1
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GO K s X
.021 .021 -.005 -.039 .001 .441
.021 .095 -.063 .009 -.007 1.109
.00 5 -.0.6 3 .103 .027 . ] 1.227
.03 9 .0 D? .027 .344 -.Cll .745









. 182 .201 .231
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION




































































T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CCRRELATICN






















CUMULATIVE RESULTS TERRAIN 3
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTCR
GU GD K S X
.021 • 014 -.001 — • U 1 1 -.002 .433
.014 .088 -.022 -.042 -.0 1 .0 60
.001 -.022 .138 .014 .009 1.164
.01 1 -.0 42 .014 .279 -.015 .908










T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION




















eARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
TERRAIN 3 ALL SPEEDS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 1
.072 .048 .716 • C G .5
207
TERRAIN 4 SPEED 1
VARIANCE CDVARIANCE MATRIX
GU GO K S X
.038 .005 -.011 -.039 -.008





















T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION































—TERRAIN U SPEED 2
VARIANCE COVARIANCE .MATRIX




.019 .045 .008 -.056 -.o:u
.018 .008 .050 -.055 -.006
.061 -.056 -.055 '.216 .0 28








T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION




























1 . i 94
.836
209
TERRAIN 4 SPEED 3
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GC K S
.001
X
-.012.022 .0 31 -.05 7 .636
.031 .078 -.127 -.080 -.019 1.200
.057 -.127 .237 .067 .033 1.0U2
.00.1 -.080 .067 .369 -.CO! 1.319










T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CCRRELATION






















CUMULATIVE RESULTS TERRAIN 4
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTCR
GU GO K S X
.03 5 .0 19 -.016 -.024 -.003 .5o4
.019 .0 68 -.050 -.018 -.003 1.1 43
.016 -.050 .107 -.003 .003 1.051
.024 -.0 18 -.003 .261 .011 1.175







.089 .091 .117 .0 68
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION



















EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
TERRAIN 4 ALL SPEEDS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM
.482 .628 .816 .»465 1.CC1
211











































. GU GD K S X
.109 .o74 .072 .053 .088
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION



















5ARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
EETWEEN ALL SAMPLES
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 9
GU GD K S X
5.619 3.829 8.399 6.399 6.425
EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL TERRAINS
CEGREES OF FREEDCM 3
GU GO K S X
3.296 1.612 .937 .175 5.490
212
CUMULATIVE RESULTS SPEED 1 ALL TERRAINS
VARIANCE CQVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GC K s X
.C39 .001 -.028 - .035 -.003 .527
.001 • 099 -.033 .027 -.005 .991
.028 -•033 .121 .024 .004- 1.072
.03 5 .0 27 .024 .263 -.011 .851












T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CCRRELATION





















CUMULATIVE RESULTS SPEED 2 ALL TERRAINS






.037 .004 -.003 .5 90
.004 .0 85 .010 -.055 ..005 1 .034
.00 7 . 1 .104 -.008 .003 1 .074
















T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION






















CUMULATIVE RESULTS SPEED 3 ALL TERRAINS
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GD K S X
.022 .u 2 4 -.060 .0 33 -.011 .644
.024 .107 -.111 -.012 -.016 1 . 2 J 9
.06 -.1 11 .263 -.112 .028 1 . 50
.033 -.0 12
.
-.112 .448 -.015 1 .185





.145 .191 .237 .079
X
.169
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION





















EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
eETWEEN SPEEDS
CEGREES OF FREEOCM 2
GU GD K S
1.240 .306 4.000 2.611 .127
215
AIRCRAFT TYPE h
UPPER LIMIT OF RMS ERROR CONSIDERED
NUMBER OF SAMPLE POINTS




NUMBER OF SPEEDS FLOWN ON EACH TERRAIN SEGMENT
TERRAIN SPEEDS
DATA ACJUSTED AS FOLLOWS
K = KVT/3000
S = S/1C0




































































































































































































































































































































































CUMULATIVE RESULTS ALL SAMPLES
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GD K S X
.117 .014 -.012 -.038 -.007 .533
.014 .274 -.033 -.006 .005 .969
.012 -.0 33 .320 .C65 -.000 .943
.038 -.GO 6 .065 .676 -.03 5 1.271










T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION





















P.ARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
EETWEEN ALL SAMPLES
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 4
GU GD K S
5.576 24.618 12.829 9.088
X
3.175
EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
EETWEEN INDIVIDUAL TERRAINS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM J
GU GD K S




UPPER LIMIT OF RMS ERRCR CONSIDERED 160
NUMBER OF SAMPLE POINTS 50
NUMBER CF TERRAIN SEGMENTS CONSIDERED 2
NUMBER CF SPEEDS i




DATA ACJUSTEC AS FOLLOWS
K = KVT/2J00
S = S/1C0























































T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELAT ION
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 48




























P.ARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
EETWEEN INDIVIDUAL TERRAINS
CEGREES OF FREEDCM 1
GU GD K S
.592 .014 1.631 2.964 .227
220
UPPER LIMIT OF RMS ERRCR CONSIDERED
MUMPER OF SAMPLE POINTS












DATA ACJUSTED AS FOLLOWS
K = KVT/30C0
S = S/1C0











CUMULATIVE RESULTS ALL SAMPLES
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX
GU GC K S
.101 .016 -.028 -.000
.016 .109 .003 .oiu
.028 .003 .252 .029
.000 .01U .029 .29U








T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION




































EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY"
CF VARIANCES
EETWEEN ALL SAMPLES
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 4
GU GD K S X
3.604- 2.407 5.539 4.785 1.497
EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL TERRAINS









-T^&R AiAiii — 3 fitcl> Ar oi*L.y
UPPER LIMIT OF RMS ERROR CONSIDERED 200
NUMBER OF SAMPLE POINTS 63
NUMBER CF TERRAIN SEGMENTS CONSIDERED 2
NUM6ER CF "SPEEDS 3"
NUMBER CF SPEEDS FLOWN ON EACH TERRAIN SEGMENT
TERRAIN" SPEEDS
1 2
DATA ACJUSTED AS FOLLOWS
K _=_K V T / 30 CO
"S" = S/100
NO CORRECTION FOR SPEED





















































































































.400 1.16 7 .600
1 . 2.0 8 3 . 850
• 500 1.000 .800
.900 1.167 .9 iO
.750 2.083 .025
.8 50 .833 .650
1.5 JO LOCO .925
1 .250 1.250 .7:0
1 .000 2.083 .700
1.550 .853 .725
1.350 1.167 .650
1 .500 .833 .725
1 .450 ,6c7 .800
.9 1.667 .950
.800 2.2 50 .950
1 .050 2.000 1.100
1 .250 .750 .92 5
. 9 1 .750 .875
1.150 1.000 .600
1 .450 1.083 .675
1.300 1.000 .900
1 .uoo 1.250 . 7d
.950 1.353 .800
.450 .983 .850
.90 1 .000 1.000
1.300 .817 1.025
1 .000 .733 .775
1.20 .667 .700
.750 1 .2 50 1.050
] ;ij .667 .850
1 .UOO .833 .800
1 .300 • 8^3 .750
1.400 .500 .800
1.100 1.167 .800
1 .050 .853 .775
1.200 • 3 -J 3 .600
1.1 1.000 .900
1 .350 .667 .900
.350 1.000 .775
1 .4 .417 1.000
1.100 .833 .900
1.100 .833 — .850
1 .250 .667 1.000
.900 .8 33 .800
1.350 .833 .875
.900 .750 " .85







1 .050 1.750 .85
.80 .667 .9 50
1.450 1.500 .875
.850 1.000 .750


































































1CUMULATIVE RESULTS ALL SAMPLES







GU GD K S
.040 .014 -.002 -.048














EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
EETWEEN ALL SAMPLES
.118 .077 .199 .137 .107
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 61
GU/GC GU/K GU/S GU/X







CEGREES OF FREEDOM 4
GU GD K S X
3.721 2.645 6.476 7.914 5.906
EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
EETWEEN INDIVIDUAL TERRAINS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 1
GU GD K S X
.587 .736 5.928 .721 3.260
225
UPPER LIMIT GF RMS ERROR CONSIDERED
NUMBER CF SAMPLE POINTS












DATA ACJUSTED AS FOLLOWS
K = KVT/300G
S = S/100









CUMULATIVE RESULTS ALL SAMPLES
VARIANCE CCVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTCR
GU GO K S X
.03 9 .005 .017 -.019 -•003 .527
.00 5 .0 95 -.051 -.055 -.001 1.063
.017 - . C 5
1
-.055
.214 .146 .0 09 1 TAT1 ivul
.019 .146 .682 -.009 1.320







.0 78 .173 .112 .093
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION





















EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
EETWEEN ALL SAMPLES
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 4
GU GD K S X
4.993 3.695 9.917 7.870 6.899
EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
EETWEEN INDIVIDUAL TERRAINS
CEGREES OF FREEDCM 1
GU GD K S X
.948 2.320 .425 .142 4.211
227
UPPER LIMIT OF RMS ERRCR CONSIDERED
NUMBER OF SAMPLE POINTS




.NUMBER OF SPEEDS FLOWN ON EACH TERRAIN SEGMENT
TERRAIN SPEEDS
DATA ACJUSTED AS FOLLOWS
K = KVT/30C0
S = S/1C0










CUMULATIVE RESULTS ALL SAMPLES
VARIANCE CQVARIANCE MATRIX








. 00 u - . : 3
1
.155 .036 • uux
-.013 -.022 .036 .281 -•000




















T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CCRRELATION
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 45

















EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
EETWEEN ALL SAMPLES
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 4
GU GD K
"





EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL TERRAINS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 1
GU GD K S




UPPER LIMIT OF RMS ERROR CONSIDERED
NUMBER OF SAMPLE POINTS




NUMBER OF SPEEDS FLOWN ON EACH TERRAIN SEGMENT
TERRAIN SPEEDS
1 2













CUMULATIVE RESULTS ALL SAMPLES
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GC K S X
.040 .014 -.CGI -.048 — . "-J U J .5-'
9
.014 .115 -.112 -.103 -.L _ 1.017





-.103. .186 .916 -.003 1.444











T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE CF
CORRELATION





















EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
EETWEEN ALL SAMPLES
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 4
GU GO K S
3.721 2.645 5.129 7.914
X
5.906
EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL TERRAINS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 1
GU
.
GD K S X
.587 .736 .766 .721 3.260
2 31
UPPER LIMIT CF RMS ERRCR CONSIDERED 160
NUMBER GF SAMPLE POINTS 58
NUMBER CF TERRAIN SEGMENTS CONSIDERED 2
NUMBER CF SPEEDS 3

































• 3 9 •.Q.QJpl




















GU GD K S X
.131 .073
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION









































GU GD K S X
.948 2.320 3.144 .142 4.211
233
UPPER LIMIT CF RMS ERRCR CONSIDERED
NUMBER CF SAMPLE POINTS
























CUMULATIVE RESULTS ALL SAMPLES
VARIANCE CCVARIANC E MATRIX
GU GC K S X
.029 .018 -.01 1 -.0T3 -.005
.01 8 .077 -.039 -.022 -.002
.011 -.039 .121 — . J "\j i> .0.-8
.013 -.022 -.003 .281 -.000




i . i : i











T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION

















EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY"
CF VARIANCES
SETWEEN ALL SAMPLES
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 4
GU GO K S X
1.608 .948 4.764 1.535" "1.341
EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
EETWEEN INDIVIDUAL TERRAINS
CEGREES OF FREECCM 1
GU GD K S X
1.356 .333 .355 .026 .202
235
AIRCRAFT TYPE k
UPPER LIMIT OF RMS ERROR CONSIDERED 120
NUMBER CF SAMPLE POINTS 3L
NUMBER CF TERRAIN SEGMENTS CONSIDERED h
NUMBER OF SPEEDS 1





DATA ACJUSTED AS FOLLOWS
K = KV 1/30 CO
S = S/100
















1 • 700 .950 2.310
]
->
. 500 1 .1 30 1.66 7 .650 1 . 700
1 2 .600 .5 .853 .9 , 1.17
1 2 .95 i.ooo 1 .250 1 .02 5 .430
] 2 .750 1 .300 .833 .800 1 .450
1 2 .450 1 .050 1.2 33 .8 l f 430
.950 1.550 1 .550 i i r\ i c 1 nt I • 1 . • ! U
1 .450 .900 1.333 .662 2.560
1 2 .800 .3o0 2.267 .600 3.060
1 9 1.200 .55 .733 .725 1 • 3 'j ;o
2 2 .550 1.4 1.000 • 950 .77
<i 4* .250 1 . 1 .933 .900 1.06
2 2 .600 .700 1.467 .850 1.70
2 2 .950 .8 .667 .700 1 .530
'i
.800 • j! 1.167 .525 1.110
2 2 • 600 1 . 1.0 .85 ) . 8 j .<
2 .50 6 .500 1.333 1.00 1.260
2 2 • 750 .650 .600 .725 1 .400
2 2 .600 .800 1.0 .850 2.750
2 t_ .200 . 9 .833 .90 1.720











3 2 .700 1.1 5 J
.
.667 .825 .810
3 2 .500 1.200 .833 .80 .860
3 2 .500 .8 50 1.000 .750 1.400
3 2 .600 1.450 1.500 .875 .590
3 2 .200 • 8 ' .667 .950 • 7o










3 c. 2. 22
3 2 • 250 .5 1.000 .800 3. 40
3 2 • 600 .900 1.167 .900 2.560
3 .600 .8 .583 .650 1.500
3 2 .500 1 .0 50 1.750 .850 1.560
3 2 .400 .400 1.167 .60 .950
3 2 .300 1 .500 1.000 .925 3.41C
4 2 .4 . • 85U .833 • 65 1.380
l» 2 .600 .900 .750 .875 1.620
l* 2 .550 1.15 1.000 .6 00 .710
4 2 .800 1..450 1.083 .675 .750
4 2 .600 1 ,3u0 1.000 .900 1.290
4 2 .850 1.400 1.250 iijQ .720
4 2 • .500 .950 i ; i j 3 .800 1.460
4 9 .350 1 .250 .750 .925 1 . 8 i
4 2 .550 .850 .583 .350 3.100
4 2 .250 .750 2.08 3 .825 4.430
1 2 .200 r 1.250 .833 .900 .92
1 2 .400 1.200 1.000 1.000 1.7O0
7*227*
2 37
TERRAIN 1 SPEED 2
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GD K S X
064 .008 .026 -.056 .006 .611
008 .084 .031 -.042 .007 1.100
026 .031 .097 -.031 -.001 1.137
056 -.042 -.031 .364 -.043 1.289





GU GD K S X
.115 .134 .186 .137 .134
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
DEGREES OF FREEDOM 7
GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X






TERRAIN 2 SPEED T_
V4RIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU 3D K S X
.045 -.024 -.022 ,030 -.013 .626
-.0 24 .0 88 -.020 -.066 .009 .8 50
-.022 -.020 .090 .006 .007 1.021
.030 -.066 .006 .112 -.007 1.214




GU GD K S • X
.173 .194 .153 .124 .126
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
DEGREES OF FREEOOM 6
GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X








TERRAIN 3 SPEED 1




































































TERRAIN 4 SPEED 1_
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX
GU GO K . S
.030 . J19 .018 -.061
.01 9 .045 .008 -.056
.018 .008 .050 -.055
.061 — • L> 5 6 -.055 .216
























T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION






































































T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
























EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
EETWEEN INDIVIDUAL TERRAINS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 3
GU GD K S X
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TWO WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
AIRCRAFT TYPE 4
(PARAMETERS UNCORRECTED FOR SPEED)
SPEEDS
MEAN SQUARE DUE TO
TERRAIN INTERACTION ERROR
Gu .05235 .01616 .04253 .0670
Gd .1923 .3202 .1681 .0892
K 2.1120 .01984 .04693 .1136
S 3.1552 .2688 .0616 .1976
X .02208 .00280 .00384 .00750
















Conf id ence Level .95
Int.erval














































































1 AND 3 AGAINST 2 AND 4











































GU — -.219 • 077
GD -.272 • 096










































1 AND 4 AGAINST 2 AND 3
GU -.248 .372
GD -.198 .572





























GU -.166 • 024













1 AND 2 AGAINST 3 AND 4
GU
-•013 •4U
















































































































GU * -.043 .267




































1 AND 3 AGAINST 2 AND 4






























































































UPPER LIMIT OF RMS ERROR CONSIDERED 200
"NUMBER~OF~SAMPLE POINTS 105
NUMBER OF TERRAIN SEGMENTS CONSIDERED 2
NUMBER OF SPEEDS 3















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION

































































- T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION





























































T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION























CUMULATIVE RESULTS TERRAIN 1
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU^ GC K ' S X
.051 .021 -.009 .008 -.001 .446
,021 1 . 8 4 - . 1 0_ . 009 .000 _ . 9 8 J*
-.009 -.010 .012 -.015 .001 .312




GU GD K~ ~ST~ X
.152 .124 .169 .113 .144







EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
"T ERR A IN 1~ ALL~SPEEDS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 2
3.900 ~ni9 1 0.066 5 . 536 " 1 . 304
-.001 -.000 .001 -.013 .004 .943
]
-
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 54
__.. .
GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X
2.525 3.062 .^82 .260
270
TERRAIN g SPEED 1
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR








































T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION























TERRAIN 2 SPEED 2
VARIANCE CDVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR







































































TERRAIN £- SPEED 3
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GO K S X _____
.022 .031 .005 -.032 -.001 .470
_. 03 1 . 090 - . 003 - .012 - . 000 1 .106.
.005 -.003 .015 -.017 .002 .348
___
032 -.01 2 1 7 . 262____. 002 1 .013




GU GD K S X
.130 .118 .252 .154 .325
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
JC£GR_ES_J1F___lREED0M 1 5 _
GU/GO GU/K GU/S GU/X








CUMULATIVE RESULTS TERRAIN %
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GD K S X
.034 .045 -.001 -.012 -.001 .395
.045 .128 -.007 -.010 -.003 1.038
-.001 -.007 .017 -.011 .003 .307
-.012 -.010 -.011 .180 -.004 .834




GU "GD K S X
.140 .136 .107 .076 '.139
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 47
GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X








EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
TERRAIN " 2 "AL'L"SPEEOS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 2
-






























.000 -.002 .002 -.011 .004 .921
KCLMCG0ROF-SMIRNGV
TEST STATISTIC































EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
_C F V A R I A NC ES . .
BETWEEN ALL SAMPLES
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 5
GU GO K S X
12.341 2.202 14.463 12.226 8.158
EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
BETWEEN „INDI VI DUAL TERRAINS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 1
GU GD K __ S X
2.079 2.236 1.722 2.283 6.917
275
UPPER LIMTT OF RMS ERROR CONSIDERED
NUMBER OF SAMPLE POINTS
NUMBER OF TERRAIN SEGMENTS CONSIDERED
NUMBER OF SPEEDS




DATA ACJUSTED AS FOLLOWS
K - K/ 10
S = S/10G
NO CORRECTION FOR SPEED



















































T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION


















































T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION






































TERRAIN 1 SPEED i
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR






























T TEST FOR S IGNJ FICANCE OF
CORRELATION



































































T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE CF
CORRELATION















































.025 -.013 .001 .329
-.013 ' .059 .003. _ .628





































TERRAIN J SPEEC 2
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX
GU GD K S X
MEAN VECTOR
.042 .041 -.003 -.033 .C02
.041 .128 -.007 -.033 .002
.453
1 .126
-.003 -.007 .010 -.011 .003
-.033 -.033 -.011 .147 -.008
.255
.815





GU GO K S X
.172 .160 .163 .090 . .142
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 17
GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X


































































































T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION













































.T 9 9 2.616 6.915 1.085
284
CUMULATIVE RESULTS ALL SAMPLES
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
. GU__ GD K S X
.044
.
.031 -.005 -.004 .COO .421
.031 .J03 .-.009. .005 -.002 . . 1.007
-.005 -.009 .014 -.014 .002 .309
_r..00.4 .005 -.014 .234 r- .011 _.723










T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION















EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
"BETWEEN ALL SAMPLES
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 5
GU GO K S X
12.219 2.544 14.329 12.198 7.512
EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
EETW EEN INDIVIDUAL TERRAINS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 1
GU GD _K S X
2.273 2.032 1.739 1.526 6.680
285
AIRCRAFT TYPE
UPPER LIMIT OF RMS ERRCR CONS IOERED
-
NUMBER OF SAMPLE POINTS






NUMBER OF SPEEDS FLOWN ON EACH TERRAIN SEGMENT
*




DATA ACJUSTED AS FOLLOWS
K = K/10
S = S/100













TERRAIN 1 SPEED 1
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
- GU GD K - S X
.021 .001 -.009 -.009 -.GOO .259
.001 .085 -.013 --.COU .006- .906-
-.009 -.013 .022 -.009 -.CO! .366
-.009 '.004 .009 . 1 1
1
.006 .298




GU GD K S X
.246 .155 .128 .080 .179
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
DEGREES OF- FREEDOM— 15
GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X








TERRAIN 1 SPEED 2
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU G C K " S X
.031 .008 .001 -.035 .006 .472
-
.008 - -.102" -.006- --.026 .009 .941
.001 -.006 .006 -.004 -.000 .283
-.035 .026 .004 ; .132 -.005 .485
.006 .009 -.000 -.005 .006 .947
GU GO K S X
.158 .233 .147 .099 .195
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
CEGREES- OF- FREEDOM i4 -
GU/GD Gli/K GU/S GU/X









SAMPLE SIZE Y6 I
:1
288































T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION










































CUMULATIVE RESULTS TERRAIN 1
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX
GU GD~7 K S
.056 .022 -.010 .012
.022 .0 87- -.012" .020
-.010 -.012 .013 -.017
-.012 .020 -.017- .275











T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION



















EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES -




2.826 1.410 8.380 5.187 1.357
I
290
TERRAIN 2 SPEED 1
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR




GU GD K S X
.302 .249 .157 .117 .168
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
DEGREES OF FREEDOM 10
GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X








.008 .024 -.005 -.009 -.002 .232
.024 —.102 -.009 — .041- --.Oil- .767
-.005 -.009 .026 -.015 .001 .324
-.009 -.041 .015- -.065- -.003 -.629
-.002 -.011 .001 .003 .002 .907
TERRAIN 2 SPEED 2
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
~GU G D K S X
.040 .034 .001 -.035 .003 .440
.034- -.099- .004 -.013 .005 1.185-
.001 .004 .008 -.018 .003 .241
-.035 -.013" -.018" .150- -.010 ~ .776"




GU GD K S X
.177 .172 .123 .076 .137
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
CEGREES -OFFREEDOM 15
GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X















GU GD K S X
.104 .151 .260 .135 .321
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
DEGREES OF FREEDOM 9
GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X







VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
- GU G D • -
—
K S X
.021 .026 .006 -.044 -.001 .454
.026- .093- — .005 — .006 -.000- 1.105-
.006 -.005 .021 -.021 .003 .342
-.044 .006 .021 .324 —.002 -KOOO-
-.001 -.000 .003 -.002 .002 .895
293
CUMULATIVE RESULTS TERRAIN g
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX
-GU GO K S X
.034 .045 -.001 -.017 -.001
.045- -.127 -.007- -.002" -.003
.001 -.007 .018 -.015 .003
.017--—
-.002 -.015 -.183 -.004
















T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
























EARTLETTS -TEST-STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES '
TERRAIN 2 ALL SPEECS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 2




CUMULATIVE RESULTS ALL SAMPLES




GU GO K S X
.163 .114 .150 .080 .156
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
CEGREES- OF FREEDOM—-88
GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X
4.622 2.157 .364 .196
GO/K GD/S GC/X
2.356 .729 .921




8ARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
-CF VARIANCES -
BETWEEN ALL SAMPLES
CEGREES OF FREEOGM 5
GU GO K S X
1C.396 1.836 14.775 11.605 5.456
EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY .
CF VARIANCES
EETWEEN- INDI VICUAL -TERRA INS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 1
GU G0 K - S ~ X
2.615 1.504 1.382 1.735 4.589
295
1CUMULATIVE RESULTS SPEED 1
•
ALL TERRAINS














... 1 17 ..
-.006 .848
.001 .349
n r\ T ii ~* * 1















































CUMULATIVE RESULTS SPEED 2 ALL TERRAINS
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GD K S X
.035 .019 .001 -.036 .005 .455
-.019- .113- — .003- — .001- .002- 1.0 67-
.001 -.003 .007 -.014 .002 .261
-.036- -.001 .014- .159 .012 .635




GU GD K S X
.168 .150 .121 .058 .155
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
CEGREES- OF FREEDCM 31
GU/GD GU/K GL7S GU/X









CUMULATIVE RESULTS SPEED 3 ALL TERRAINS
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX
- GU GO K 5































































UPPER LIMIT OF RMS ERROR CONSIDERED 120
NUMBER OF SAMPLE POINTS 33
NUMBER OF TERRAIN SEGMENTS CONSIDERED '2
NUMBER OF SPEEDS 1




DATA ADJUSTED AS FOLLOWS
K = K/10
S = S/100







TERRAIN 1 .SPEED 2
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR




GU GD K . S X
.158 .233 .147 .099 .195
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION •
CEGREES--OP-FREEDCH 14
GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X








.031 .008 .001 -.035 .006 .472
-.008 s-10-2 .006- —.026- -.009 — -.941
.001 -.006 .006 -.004' -.000 .283
—.035 -.026 -.004 -• 132 -.005 .485
.006 .009 -.000 -.005 .006 .947




GU GD K S X
.177 .172 .123 .076 .137
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE CF
CORRELATION
-CEGREES--OF- FREEDOM— 15
GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X








VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
Gu _. G K s x
.040 .034 .001 -.035 .003 .440
-.034-
-.099 - -.004- -.013- -.005— 1.185
.001 .004 .008 -.018 .003 .241
— .035 .013 .018 .150- — .010— .776
.003 .005 .003 -.010 .003 .883
301















































T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION





















EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES -
BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL TERRAINS
















SUM OF SQUARES ATTRIBUTABLE TO REGRESSION
SUM OF SQUARES OF DEVIATION FROM REGRESSION
12711.44055
48081.54993
VARIANCE OF ESTIMATE 466.81116
STD. ERROR OF ESTIMATE 21.60581
INTERCEPT (A VALUE) 57.38216
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE MULTIPLE
LINEAR REGRESSION
SOURCE OF VARIATION D.F.
DUE TO REGRESSION 1
DEVIATION ABOUT REGRESSION... 10^
TOTAL... 104
SUM OF MEAN F
SQUARES SQUARES VALUE
12711.44055 12711.44055 27.2 304
48081.5499 3 466.81116
60792.99048
VARIABLE MEAN STD REG. STD. ERROR COMPUTED PARTIAL
NO. DEVIATION COEFF. OF REG.COE. T VALUE CORR.COE
1 245.69524 88.74381 .12458 .02387 5.21827 .45727
2 87.99048 24.17742

































UPPER LIMIT OF RMS ERROR CONSIDERED 200
"NUMBER' OF SAMPLE POINTS 29
NUMBER CF TERRAIN SEGMENTS CONSIDERED k
NUMBER OF SPEEDS I






"DATA "AC JUST ED"AS" FOLLOWS"














































































































































































































.06 9 .1.314 .040
-.031 .040 .091
-


























































..„_ K S X
.079 .046 .084 .031
.280 ... . L49 . .342... .075
.149 .486 .030 .064
.342^ .030 1.133 .021












































































GU GD K S X
.194 .250 .239 .237 .175
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION





















GU on K s
.MEAN VECTOR
.692 -..Q72 .035 .828
-.072 .ISh -.S?9 .677
.004
.027
1 . 1 SO
.835
.035 -.529 .977 -1.258





.004 .027 -.006 .013 .010 1.226
KOLMQGOROF-SMIRNOV
TEST STATISTIC
SAMPLE SIZE • 5
GU GD K S
.157 .204 .192 .183
X
.204
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 3

































































T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION










































UPPER LIMIT OF RMS ERROR CONSIDERED 160
NUMBER CF SAMPLE POINTS 2m
NUMBER CF TERRAIN SEGMENTS CONSIDERED 4
NUM8ER O F SPEEDS 3
NUMBER CF SPEEDS FLOWN ON EACH TERRAIN SEGMENT
TERRAIN SPEEDS
DATA ACJUSTED AS FOLLOWS
K = K/10
S = S/100
NO CORRECTION FOR SPEED












TERRAIN 1 SPEED 1
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX ME£N VECTOR

































































TERRAIN 2 SPEED 1
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GD __
.247 .065 .072 -.247 .055 1.420




-.431 .720 - -.082
.057 -.082 .020
.072 .020 1.607






GU GD ' K S X
.236 .347 .161 .134 .207











GU/GC GU/K GU/S GU/X
.480 .367 1.256 2.231
315
TERRAIN 3 SPEED 1
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX
GU GD K S X
.36 2 -.0 60 . 156 -.285 .017




.156 -.094 .753 .053
.285 .148 -1 .187 1.878 . -.084
















T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION

























TERRAIN 4 SPEED 1
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR

































GU GD K S X
.197 .287 .202 .148 .286
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
jLECRSES OF FREEDOM _ 2 .
GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X








CUMULATIVE RESULTS ALL SAMPLES m
GU
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX




























T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION











EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
TF VARIANf.FS
EETWEEN INDIVIDUAL TERRAINS








CUMULATIVE RESULTS ALL SAMPLES






























































































SUM OF SQUARES ATTRIBUTABLE TO REGRESSION 36642.2637 3
SUM OF SQUARES OF DEVIATION FROM REGRESSION 86120.71949
VARIANCE OF ESTIMATE




















VARIABLE MEAN STD. REG. STD. ERROR
NO. DEVIATION COEFF. OF REG.COE.











































































































































































'UPPER "LIMIT GF RMS ERROR CONSIDERED
NUMBER CF SAMPLE POINTS




NUMBER CF SPEEDS FLCKN ON EACH TERRAIN SEGMENT
TERRAIN SPEEDS
DATA ACJUSTED AS FOLLOWS
K = K/ !0
S = S/lOO
NO CORRECTION FCR SPEED






















































1.400 .55.: 1.875 .250 3.373
2.2' .700 3.000 1 .850
.400
-5. 651
.800 1 .300 • 5 50 1 .602
.80 .4: 1 . 2 5 .4< , ? • ~,
.800 .400 1.500 .40 .898
1.0C .350 1.6 50 . 1 00
1.20.:
2.268
1Y800 .600 2.9 50 .377
2.5. . hi 1.300 .250 1.333
1.400 .700 .2 00 .4 )0 2.229
.60 .400 1 . )0 .400
1 . 6 "<
1 . 62 5
1.0 .90-0 4.2 b!,. - . 6 ./
.600 .250 1.40C .700 2.125
.700 .400 1.450 . Dj^J 2.732
1.80 1 .50 2.000 1.350 . o 8 e
.35 i .0 )0 .425 .1400 2.2^ 1
.350 .600 .700 .40 2. 169
.350 1 .450 .5 • 6'K' 2.4u8
.350 .6 20 . 500 1.400
r.30o
- 1 .669
.220 .48 i 1 .250 -2.410
. 60 . 500 2.000 .400 2.4:
1 .800 1 .60 o 1.250 1.300 1.504
1 .000 .400 .800 .100 1.994
"1
.
80 3 .700 1 .250 1.300 -.057
.60 .700 .200 .180 1.71
.600 . 8 J .762 .500 1.524





.7 • 300 2.226
. 40 o .700 .200 .700 1.6 i 8
1.1+00 .7( Q 2.0< .85 1.418





.550 " 20.05 -1.056
.350 . 320 4.625 .400 1 .963
1 .800 1 .600 2.000 1.300 1.599
2.00 .4 2.0 00 .400
• 4C l
1.5S3
. 60 i i .14 ' 2.0 2.927
1 .800 .400 2.8 50 .600 3.400
1.600 1 .600 2.000 .4 00 3.4'. )





.550 .2 50 2. 157
1 .000 i . -J -• -J 2.7 50 1 .000 3.548
2.400 .400 1.400 .4 no 3.491
1 .400 .700 2.000 1 . 300 .07
328
2 i .800 .4! D 1.200 .430 1.479
2 5 ^r ;wC . ~> »J v^ .400 2.0 .4 2.049
2 11 i . l :
'
.4 :: .80 1 .000 3.6 <9
2 . .40 1
i or
i










5 1 2 20 . 1 o • 5.5 . .550 1.899
3 1 I.K i . i : 3.125 .200 3.213
3 i .6 10 .5 •• .9 •:. • 6 2 . C 9 9
3 i 1 .400 .320 3.3C0 1 .550 -1.6. 3
4 1 . 40 1 .4 10 2.0 10 1 . r, 1.893
4 1 . 6 ' 3 .ISO 3.875 1.65 , -4.47 5
2 } ; .20 I .850 2 .5 75 1.600 -.122
2 i .95 .320 .90 .250 .7^3
£m 1 1.800 1 .000 2 . C 1.300 -.459
2 "i 1 . 400 .4 ;0 1.250 1.450 -.60 9
2 1
"!
1 i . 300 .400 .875 1 • 3 -"0) -.63 2
2 1 1 . 3 .400 2. one 1 .300 -1.712
2 ] ^ .40 .400 1.250 1.45 - 1 • 5 o 2
2 i .400 1.15 2.375 1 .450 .5 1











3 "1 .800 1 .45 1.2 50 1 .600 .556
3 1 .60 1 .300 1 .2 50 1 .450 .377
o ] 1
•^ "1
.400 1 . 600 1 .250 1 .6 _ 1 fi
3 i • 800 1 .3 2.0 00 1 . 6" ! 3 . 1 7 6
4 l • 60 1 .600 1.2 50 1.25 1.119






1.200 1 . 600 -.860
3 ' 1 ~~
-"
1 . 6 1 .600 -.655
3 1 l .100 ! .4^0 2.500 2.2 10 -.905
4 'i 1 .800 1 . 3 30 1.250 j . 600 .817
4 .350 .9 ] 1.250 1 .400 -.021
4 ~ 1 . 410 ' 1 .3C 1 .25 3 1 .300 - . C 4
4 1 i .800 1 .150 1.2 50 1.300 .2 i5
4 1 1 .400 .850 .875 1.300 .103










4 2 .200 2.200 1.2 50 1.600 -.203
k 1 '«» 1 .800 1 .900 1 .2 00 1.600 — 11':





1 1 .400 " .700 ~ -1.40 8
i 1 1 .350 .350 .800 .350 .199
1 1 1 .400 .700 2.375 1 . 300 .197
1 1 1 .600 .40 1.450 1 .300
1.300
-1.667
1 T" 1 .40 .60 i .2 .971
i 1 1 .400 .400 2.000 1.300 -.374
1 1 1 .350 1 .050 2.125 1.700 -1.54 3





1 1. 1 .000 ' .700 -.554
1 1 l .800 .530 1.900 1. 100 .674
1 1 .800 .400 1.250 1 . 300 -.337
329








































T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CCRR ELATION


































GU GO K S X
.420 .009 .207 -.502
-.101
.043 1.217
.009 .084 .027 .021 .583
.207 .0 27 1.355 -1.320 .278 1.710
-.502 -.101 -1.520 3.419 -.430 1.0 54
.043 .021 .278 -.430 .086 .788
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION





































































EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
'CF VARIANCES
TERRAIN 1 ALL SPEEDS
CEGREES OF FRE EDO M 1
8.503 .433 5.089 .168 .798
332
TERRAIN 2 SPEED ?
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU v- GD K • S
.124 -.030 -.009 .108
X
-.073 1 .264
-.030 .031 -.039 -.070







.108 -.070 -.424 3.299





SAMPLE SIZE * 7
GU GD K S
.251 .412 .292 .240
X
.209
T TEST' FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION



















































T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION




































CUMULATIVE RESULTS TERRAIN 2
















GU GD K S X
_
.189 .297 ,163 .113 .175
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CCRRELATICN
"CEGREES OF FREEDOM " 14
GU/GC GU/K GU/S GU/X







EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
TF VARIANCES
TERRAIN 2 ALL SPEECS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 1
3.115 1.902 .070 1.586 .563
335
TERRAIN 3 SPEEC 1
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GD K S X
.173 -.0 33 .199 .024 -.008 1.430
-.033- .306- -.2 84 -.277 .092 1.0 82
.199 -.284 .794 -.271 .001 1.951
—.024 -".277
-.271 1.486 -.256 .142"











T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION



































































































































































EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
"CF- VARIANCES'"' ~"
TERRAIN 3 ALL SPEEDS
CEGREE S OF FR EEDOM 1_
1.297 2.385 .475 .498 .577
338
TERRAIN 4 SPEED 1
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTCR
GU GD K S X
.208 .099 .024 -.163 .003 1.442
.099" "V274 -.233 .452 .002 1 .223




"-.961 " 2.375 -.023" "—-.051




GU GD K S X
.170 .139 .391 .287 .233
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE CF
'CORRELATION
"CEGREES'WFREEDCM 10
GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X


























































T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION























CUMULATIVE RESULTS TERRAIN 4
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GD K S X
.383 .125 .210 -.235 .093 1.022
—
T!25~ .SQUr -.099 .120 .072" ~ "1.070"
.210 -.099 .625 -.717 .115 1.215
~.~233 .120"
-.717 '3.082'" -.342~~ 73H2




GU GD K S X
.195 .109 ,292 .134 .276
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
DEGREES OF'FREEUOM 19
GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X
1.710 2.077 _ .956 2.344







eARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
XF VARIANCES
TERRAIN 4 ALL SPEEDS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 1
3.313 .022 1.308 .548 12.402
341
CUMULATIVE RESULTS ALL SAMPLES
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
—GU GC K S X
.326 .008 .152 -.114 .032 1.241
-.008-
-T22U- -.089 -.117 .069" .774'
.152 -.089 .815 -.302 .069 1.611
Vl 14 . 1 1 7 - -.302 2.780 '-.328 .7 2 8




GU GD K S X
.128 .193 .162 .063 .199
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
XEGR-EES—OF~FREEDOM"~ 74
GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X






7 .8 1 6
EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EGUALITY
-CF"VARIANCES
eETWEEN ALL SAMPLES
CEGREES OF FREEDCM 7
GU GD K S X
20.106 17.182 10.073 7.134 15.418
EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
"BETWEEN—INDIVIDUAL-TERRAINS'"
CEGREES OF FREEDCM 3
GU GD K— S —*
.772 15.746 1.770 1.213 .630
342
CUMULATIVE RESULTS SPEED 1 ALL TERRAINS
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU " GC K S X"
.142 .027' ,070 .010 -.010 1.420
.027 "~.284 -.111 .057 .054 .899
.070 -.111 .568 -.427 .039 1.654
.010 . 057" -.427 2.150 - . 118 .'0 1 4




GU GO K S X
.197 .150 .218 .124 .252
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
THERE E S"0F F R E E D C M 3 5
GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X











































T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION

















PARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
X F~V A R I A NCES •
EETWEEN SPEEDS




























UPPER LIMIT OF RMS ERROR CONSIDERED 200
NUMBER OF SAMPLE POINTS 69
























TERRAIN 1 SPEED 1
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
-GU GC K S X
.028 -.008 .014 .049 .002 1.471
-=v00-8 .059— .071 -.091 ~.C35 .583
.014 .071 .250 -.242 .088 1.639
V049 =Vt3rS1 .242 ~T. 204 -. 1 13 -.424




GU GD K S X
.379 .203 .165 .239 .191
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CCRRELATION
TEGR"EES~OF-FREED0M 5 "
GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X
.461 .379 .594 .139
GD/K GC/S GD/X
1.610 .779 1.817





TERRAIN 1 SPEED 2
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GD "K S "X"
.356 -.002 .089 -.047 -.OH 1.127
-.002 .091" .013 -.052 .016 .573
.089 .013 1.309 -.790 .225 1.593
"=T0¥7 -.052 -.790 1.346~~ =7TT5 1.U82




GU GD K S X
.254 .262 .260 .102 .303
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION







GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X
.036 .396 .205 .295
347







































































EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
TF-V ARI ANCES" ' "
TERRAIN 1 ALL SPEEDS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 1





TERRAIN 2 SPEED 1
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GD " K S X




-.123 ~. 3 1 . 4 3
4
-.047 -.064 .657 -.854 .114 1.520
~T14"0 -.123 -.854 4.129 " ~-V2G7 .385;




GU GO K S X
.281 .363 .254 .232 .197
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
TEGREES~~0FFREED0M 3
GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X








TERRAIN 2 SPEED 2
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
—GU GC K S X :
.618 -.023 .083 .268 -.024 1.388
-=Y0^3 .030- --.047 r—-.099" .027 .50V
.083 -.047 .528 -.016 .006 1.569
—."268 "--.099 -.016 .951 ="."131 TV675"




GU GD K S X
.146 .224 .151 .185 .275
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
TEGR-£ES"OF"FREEDCM- 6 "
GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X












GU GO K S X
.161 .277 .147 .108 .203
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
DEGREES OF FREEDOM 11
GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X







EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
~'"
TERRAIN 2 ALL SPEEDS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 1
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU GD ~K S X
.417 -.027 .034 .235 -.056 1.350
"=".^27
~VC34~ "-.048 -.076" ~.022~ ~Y477~
.034 ,-.048 .528 -.277 .039 1.550
—7235 r"=Y07tf -= .277 2. 357 -.226 1.179
-.056 .022 .039 -.226 .066 .859
1.728 • 200 .056 2.613 1.069
•
351
TERRAIN 3 SPEED 1
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
—GU G D K S X
.176 -.049 .222 .025 -.015 1.389
r^ou-9 .337- "-.322 -.313 -.100 1.058
.222 -.322 .893 -.305 .000 1.946




GU GO K S X
.267 .217 .198 .175 .193
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CCRRELATION
WEES-OF FREEDOM 7~
GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X







.015 .100 .000 -.288 .061 1.138 .
-
352
TERRAIN 3 SPEED 2













































































CUMULATIVE RESULTS TERRAIN 3
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR




.278 -.001 .204 -.135 .035 1.328
^=V00
1
.-2 5 9 —- .155 —-.1467 .1 12 . 860
.204 -.155 .637 -.158 .030 1.840
^."1 3 5 ^V4 6 7 -V 1 5 8 2 . 1 3 3 -T378 .98T
.035 .112 .030 -.378 .085 .958
KOLMOGOROF-SMIRNOV
TEST STATISTIC
SAMPLE SI ZE ' 17
1 ;
GU GD K S X
.152 .172 .185 .104 .205
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
TEGR^ES~0 F-F-Rc E COM 1 5
GU/GD GU/K GU/S GU/X i







EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
-CF-V-ARTANCES '• '~
TERRAIN 3 ALL SPEEDS
CEGREES OF FRE ECCM 1_




TERRAIN 4 SPEED 1
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
~GU GO ~ K S X
.208 .099 .024 -.163 .003 1.442
"~V09 9 7274 - .233" ~ 452 ,002 V. 2 2 3
.024 -.233 .653 -.961 .039 1.542








GU GO K S X
.170 .139 .391 .287 .233
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION
TEGRTES~0 F~F"R"E E COM 1
GU/GD. GU/K GU/S GU/X








TERRAIN h SPEED 2
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
GU ~GC K S X
.056 -.0U8 .014 .219 -.058 .1*63
"=^0U8 T302~ —-. 1C2" -.110- .073 ".867
.014 -.102 .294 -.023 .011 .781
—72V9 =TT1t> -V023 3.898 -~.55i* .866"







































CUMULATIVE RESULTS TERRAIN 4
































































eARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
TERRAIN 4 ALL SPEEDS
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 1
i




CUMULATIVE RESULTS ALL SAMPLES
KOLMOGOROF-SMIRNOV
TEST STATISTIC
SAMPLE SIZE ' 69
:
;
GU GO K S X
.139 .188 .144 .062 .189
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CCRRELATION
CEGREES OF-FREEDOM 67
GU/GC GU/K GU/S GU/X







EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
TP "V A R I A NC ES " '
EETWEEN ALL SAMPLES
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 7
GU GO K S X
19.227 18.031 7.968 7.469 14.162
EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
EETWEEN-INDrVT DUAL—TERRAINS'
CEGREES OF FREEDOM 3
Gu GD K s
1.382 19.259 .927 .824 .689
358
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
'GU G C K : - S X™
.333 .006 .160 -.061 .023 1.222




.160 -.093 .698 -.381 .080 1.535
~.061 =-."16 1 =-.381 2.4 66- =T323 ."76T
.023 .074 .080 -.323 .087 .938
:
CUMULATIVE RESULTS SPEED 1 ALL TERRAINS


















































T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CCRRELATION
31
GU/GO GU/K GU/S GU/X
. 5 88 1 . 1 4 7













CUMULATIVE RESULTS SPEED 2 ALL TERRAINS
VARIANCE COVARIANCE MATRIX MEAN VECTOR
^y
—G0 K -__s x__
1.049
.645'
-.011 .036 .068 -.230 .056 .755
KCLMCGOROF-SMIRNOV
TEST STATISTIC
SAMPLE SIZE • 36
GU GC K S X
.172 .247 .140 .154 .226
T TEST FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
CORRELATION





















EARTLETTS TEST STATISTIC FOR EQUALITY
CF VARIANCES
EETWEEN SPEEDS
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